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Investigation of a Focused-lmage Lens-Hologram
Projection System for Microlithography

by

Ginetto Addiego

ABSTRACT

A prototype focused-image holographic image projection system is studied. A sim

ple single element bi-convex lens and a well corrected multi-element lens are

employed as the imaging optics with photoresist, Polaroid's DMP-128 photopoly-

mer, and Dupont's photopolymer as the holographic recording media. Diffraction-

limited-images are achieved using both a simple lens and a multi-element lens.

The system incorporating the simple lens has a theoretical resolution of 0.62 u.m

and achieves a resolution of 0.7 urn. The reconstructed images using the simple

lens are extremely sensitive to any changes in the image reconstruction

configuration.

To reduce the optical noise present in the reconstructed images, an incoherent

illumination source is explored. The optical noise in the reconstructed image is

significantly reduced while achieving near-diffraction-limited imaging. In addition,

the general requirements for image reconstruction using an incoherent source are

developed.

Two unique approaches are employed to analyze the imaging sensitivity of various

reconstruction parameters to the quality of the imaging optics. The first method util

izes a simple analytic model of the imaging tens combined with an ideal model of



Ill

the hologram to ascertain the wave-front aberrations of a non-ideal lens-hologram

system. Several registration errors in the reconstruction configuration are modelled

including axial and lateral displacement of the hologram as well as the angular dis

placement of the reconstruction beam. A numerical "ray-trace" simulator is

employed to analyze a specific lens-holographic system. A sensitivity analysis of

several system variables such as construction beam angle, wavefront, and

wavelength as well as hologram repositioning and magnification errors is presented

for both lens types, the simple single bi-convex lens and the well-corrected multi

element lens. The image quality sensitivity for the simple lens was found to be very

large. The multi-element lens is relatively insensitive to changes in the image con

struction system compared to the simple lens. Residual spherical aberration in the

imaging lens has the largest influence on the sensitivity followed by coma and

astigmatism.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION

The semiconductor industry is continually striving to obtain faster and more

complex integrated circuits (ICs). The production of these circuits requires an

aggressive reduction of device geometries in both the vertical and lateral directions

to achieve the desired speed and circuit function. Figure 1 illustrates the reduction

in the minimum lateral feature size needed for the next several generations of

Dynamic Random Access Memories (DRAMs)[1.1].

The minimum lateral feature size for the 4 Megabit DRAM is 0.8 micrometers

and is predicted to be 0.35 micrometers for the 256M DRAM. In addition, the

predicted image field size for the 256 Megabit DRAM is 6 cm2, an increase in area

of 600% over the 4 Megabit DRAM. Hence, from the figure, two trends are clearly

established for future ICs; the lateral minimum feature size is approaching 0.2 jim

and the image field size is approaching 10 cm2.

At present, optical lithography is the primary vehicle used to define patterns

for the creation of ICs. Conventional optical lithography systems such as projection

steppers can delineate patterns as small as 0.8 |im In photoresist over an image

field of 1 cm2[1.2]. However, as the semiconductor industry moves to deep sub-



micrometer design rules over field sizes larger than 1 cm2, It becomes unclear

whether conventional projection optical lithography can achieve the desired perfor

mance in this regime. Current optical lithography systems cannot achieve deep

sub-micrometer resolution over an image field greater than 1 cm2[1.3].

1.2 FUTURE TRENDS FOR OPTICAL LITHOGRAPHY

The two fundamental parameters which describe the resolution of an optical

system are the wavelength of illumination and the numerical aperture of the imaging

system. The useful resolution of an optical system can be approximated by the fol

lowing equation:

R-k-(JL) 1.1

where X is the illumination wavelength, NA is the numerical aperture, and K is the

photoresist technology factor. Therefore, to improve the resolution of the optical

system, the illumination wavelength must be decreased or the numerical aperture

must be increased or a combination of both. The photoresist technology factor is

fairly constant and varies between 0.6 (research environments) and 0.8 (production

environments).

Decreasing the illumination wavelength into the ultra-violet provides higher

resolution but raises a number of practical difficulties for the lens designer; many of

the optical glasses that might be used to color correct a lens are highly absor-

bent[1.1]. The use of absorbing glasses presents two major problems. First,

microlithography reduction lenses contain upwards of twenty optical elements.

Since each element absorbs a fraction of the illumination energy, there can be sub

stantial loss of light This loss of light directly impacts the throughput of the



lithography system. Second and more importantly, as each optical element absorbs

a fraction of the illumination energy, their temperature increases. This rise in tem

perature of each optical element changes their physical size and index of refraction.

This change introduces an image distortion In the field and also perturbs the

magnification of the system. The change in the index of refraction of the optical

elements will also directly shift the plane of best focus during operation. The end

result is a degradation in the performance of the system[1.4]. Thus, the lens

designer has no choice but to employ one of the few available non-absorbing opti

cal glasses. Table 1.1 list the the available optical glasses with their corresponding

operating wavelengths. All-quartz microlithography lenses have been

designed[1.5-7] to circumvent these problems; however, they require narrow-band

illumination and this increased coherence opens a myriad of new problems[1.8-10].

An alternative method for increasing the resolution is to increase the numeri

cal aperture of the imaging system. However, increasing the numerical aperture of

lens while maintaining or increasing the image field size increases the lens* internal

complexity and physical size[1.11,12]. New reduction lenses with numerical aper

tures greater than 0.4 with field sizes of 20 mm consist of upwards of twenty optical

elements and have an overall length of 1000 mm in length. For distortion-free,

diffraction-limited performance over the entire field, each optical element in the lens

must be correctly positioned to within micrometers of the specified design. In addi

tion, each element's surface sphericity must be better than A/20 and their

corresponding thickness must also be controlled to within micrometers of

specification[1.13,14]. Thus, to manufacture a large numerical aperture lens with a

large image field size is extremely difficult and may be virtually impossible[1.15].

Figure 2 is a plot of current optical microlithography lenses with their corresponding

numerical aperture and field size[1.16]. From the figure, it is evident that there is a



Optical Glasses

Wavelength Glasses

436 nm Ordinary Glasses

365 nm Eight Glasses

<300 nm Fused Silica

Magnesium Fluoride

Calcium Fluoride

<200 nm Lithium Fluoride

Mirrors

Table 1.1 Optical glasses with their corresponding wavelength.

tradeoff between the numerical aperture of a lens and its field size for current pro

duction lenses. In fact, analysis of projection stepper lenses reveals that the square

of the field size divided by the useful resolution has neariy a constant value of less

that 10*1010 for all ienses[1.3]. That is, resolution tradeoffs image field in such a

fashion to keep the number of resolvable pixels within the image field constant.

This tradeoff may be due to the inevitable consideration of the size and complexity

of the optics that can be fabricated with sufficient accuracy.

It is therefore understandable that researchers have been exploring new tech

nologies that will enable the production of deep sub-micrometer patterns over a

large image field. One such technology that shows great promise is optical



holography. In this dissertation, a high-resolution imaging system is investigated

that uses a simple lens to focus an image of a IC mask onto a high-resolution

recording material to form the basis of a hologram. Once this hologram has been

recorded, it is re-illuminated with a reconstruction beam that is conjugate to the

reference beam. The wave-front reconstructed from the hologram is now conjugate

to the original and reverse-ray traces back through the lens cancelling the aberra

tions introduced on the first pass and creates an unaberrated real image of the IC

mask. The key advantage of this imaging system is that only simple optical com

ponents in a simple configuration are needed. Because of the system's simplicity

and adaptive nature, it is not constrained by the compromises found in conventional

optical systems where for example the resolution trades off with image field size. In

fact, in a focused-image holographic imaging system, in principle, there is no tra

deoff between the resolution and field size[1.17].

1.3 SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH

The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the image quality and image

placement produced from a focused-image hologram and to identify key potential

problems areas that must be addressed for this technology to become a viable

technology for the manufacture of ICs. As a test vehicle, an experimental focused-

image holographic projection imaging system is constructed to explore the image

quality and placement issues. In addition, a simple analytical and a computer

model of the system are developed to help pin-point and quantify critical system

parameters.

This dissertation is divided into six chapters with each chapter covering a

major topic. In Chapter 1, the motivation for this work is developed and the



organization of the dissertation is given. Chapter 2 briefly describes the historical

account of the invention of holography and the previous attempts using holography

and real-time wave-front conjugation to produce high-resolution images. Chapter 3

discusses the salient features and requirements for an off-axis focused-image holo

graphic system to produce unaberrated real images. A description of an experi

mental focused-image holographic imaging system using a simple single element

lens with a coherent illumination source and a complex photographic quality lens

with an incoherent illumination source with their corresponding results are given in

Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, a simple analytic model and a computer model of an ideal

and non-ideal holographic system are developed and image quality and placement

simulations for a simple and complex lens to system non-idealities are shown.

Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes this work and also suggests possible future

work.
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CHAPTER 2

OVERVIEW OF HIGH-RESOLUTION

HOLOGRAPHIC AND REAL-TIME

WAVEFRONT CONJUGATION IMAGING

In this chapter, an overview of high-resolution holographic and real-time

wave-front conjugation imaging is given to provide the reader with a reasonable

background and to help put this work in context. In section 2.1, a brief historical

account of the invention holography is given and in section 2.2 several high-

resolution holographic imaging schemes are described. In section 2.3, a brief dis

cussion real-time wave-front conjugation imaging using a phase-conjugate mirror is

given and section 2.4 briefly discusses the advantages of focused-image lens-

holograms over other coherent techniques.
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2.1 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF HOLOGRAPHY

Gabor[2.1-3] first introduced the essential concept of wave-front reconstruc

tion known more commonly as holography in 1948 as an alternative method to

increase the resolution of the electron microscope. Holography Is a two-step imag

ing process that records (photographs) the diffraction pattern of an object and then

uses this recorded pattern with a suitable illumination source to construct an image

of the original object. The recorded diffraction pattern normally bears little resem

blance to the object, but contains most or all of the information necessary to con

struct the image of the object. The process requires two coherent beams of light,

an object beam and a reference beam that are spatially and temporally coherent

with each other to record the amplitude as well as the phase of the object wave-

front. The use of a reference beam is necessitated because physical detectors are

sensitive only to the intensity ( |Scos(<t>) |2 = E02 ) rather that the wave amplitude (

E-cos(<{>) ) of an object wave-front. Thus, the phase of the wave-front is not

recorded in an ordinary recording process.

To record the phase and the amplitude of an object wave-front, two coherent

beams, a reference and an object beam, are first combined at a plane in space

where the intensity at this plane depends not only the intensities of the individual

beams, but also on the phase difference between the two. Then, the intensity vari

ations at this plane are recorded in a high-resolution recording material such as a

high-resolution photographic emulsion plate. This recording is called a hologram.

Illuminating the hologram with the same reference beam in same position will fully

construct the image of the object even though the object is no longer present.

Gabor's[2.2] experimental holographic system for creating and viewing a holo

graphic image is shown in figures 2.1 and 2.2. His original experiments used a

monochromatic beam of light that was passed through a pin-hole to increase its
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spatial coherence to insure high visibility interference patterns. The object was a

clear field transparency of alpha-numeric characters. The light diffracted by the

transparency and the light passing through formed the object and reference beams

respectively. These two beams form an interference pattern in space directly

behind the transparency. Photographic emulsion on a glass substrate sensitive to

the light was inserted down-stream of the transparency to record the interference

pattern. The emulsion was exposed and developed forming a hologram. The holo

gram was then inserted back into the original hologram recording position and

illuminated with the same reference beam to construct the image of the tran

sparency. Both real and virtual images were created on axis. This, however, led to

two viewing difficulties. First, both the virtual and real images were obscured by the

undiffracted portion of the reference beam used to construct the image. Second,

each image obscured the other since both the real and virtual image were created

on axis. Several techniques were proposed to eliminate the conjugate image but

none were successful. As a result, these viewing difficulties prevented the technol

ogy from gaining wide practical acceptance.

In 1962, Leith and Upatnieks[2.4] introduced a novel arrangement to construct

a hologram and to reconstruct the image of an object from a hologram eliminating

the image degradation characteristic of Gabor's on-axis holograms. Figure 2.3

schematically illustrates this arrangement. This arrangement was brought about by

the invention of the laser. With a laser as the constructing and illuminating source,

it is no longer necessary to have both the reference beam and the object beam

incident on the object from the same direction but they now can be physically

separated. This allows the two images, virtual and real, and the undiffracted beam

to be physically separated in space. In addition, this technique removes the

requirement that the object must also be a clear field transparency. Objects of any
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kind and in any. configuration can be used to form the basis of a hologram. These

advances set off an explosive of growth of activity and optical holography soon

found a number of applications which include imaging through aberrating

media[2.5], the production and correction of optical elements[2.6], and high-

resolution imaging of IC masks[2.7,8].

2.2 HIGH-RESOLUTION HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING

Leith et al.[2.9], Meier[2.10], and Armstrong[2.11] have shown that under

specific circumstances, an illuminated hologram will form an unaberrated real image

of an object. Whenever the conditions of image reconstruction do not exactly dupli

cate or exactly complement those of the hologram recording process, wave-front

aberrations are present in the reconstructed image. Specifically, wave-front aberra

tions will be introduced into the reconstructed image unless the reconstruction is

made using the same wavelength of light used to record the hologram and the

reconstruction source must be placed at the same position relative to the hologram

that the reference source occupied assuming an ideal recording material.

These initial theoretical findings spawned a variety of research efforts to

experimentally produce diffraction limited images using holography. Two divergent

experimental approaches were investigated: far-field holograms and near-field holo

grams.

Far-field holograms compared to near-field holograms have several rather

interesting properties and requirements. Far-field holograms do not require record

ing materials with a large dynamic range because the light derived from the object

is not spatially localized on the recording material but rather Is distributed over an

area due to diffraction. This distribution of information over the hologram has both

advantages and disadvantages. Small imperfections on the hologram such as
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scratches or dust particles will not grossly effect the quality of the reconstructed

image because the information from a very small portion of the image is con

structed from information over a large area on the hologram. On the other hand,

any non-linearities in the hologram recording process will create anomalous images

and spurious noise in the reconstructed image due to the non-linear mixing

between light derived from different areas of the object[2.12]. Even though near-

field holograms require a recording material with a large dynamic range, they are

far less susceptible to the problems associated with material non-linearities. [2.13]

In addition, images recorded from near-field holograms are far less sensitive to

deviations in the illumination source size, illumination bandwidth, and to the recon

struction beam curvature compared to far-field holograms[2.14].

Far-field holograms to produce high-resolution images were investigated by

Kiemle[2.8] , Beesley et al.[2.7,15], and Champagne et al.[2.16]. Using the holo

graphic imaging system shown in figures 2.4 and 2.5, Kiemle[2.8] resolved eight

micrometer spaces using a dark-field mask. In this system, a microscope objective

was used to demagnify the image of the transparency which was then used to form

the basis of a hologram in the far-field. The image reconstructed from the hologram

was the demagnified image of the transparency located at the image plane of the

microscope objective. This holographic imaging system only covered a very small

field due to the small field size of the microscope objective lens. No indication was

given with regards to image quality or placement.

Beesley et al[2.7]. resolved four micrometer line and spaces over a 2.5 cm

diameter field using the system shown in figures 2.6 and 2.7. They observed that

careful matching of the reference and reconstruction beams is necessary, and accu

rate alignment of the hologram plate with respect to the reconstruction beam is

imperative to construct high quality images. In addition, they also observed that the
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achievable resolution was dependent on the flatness of the the hologram substrate

surfaces as well as the parallelism of the substrate's two surfaces.

Champagne et al[2.16]. demonstrated 456 lines/mm resolution using the

holographic system shown in figures 2.8 and 2.9. They concluded that the critical

factor in obtaining high resolution images with acceptable image quality and place

ment with a far-field hologram with a large object to hologram separation is the

angular alignment of the reconstruction beam. They also concluded that the refer

ence and reconstruction beams must be either identical or conjugates of each

other. Astigmatism and coma are the primary aberrations introduced into the recon

structed image for small misalignments of the reconstruction beam. They also

noted that as the object to hologram separation is decreased, the image sensitivity

to the angular reconstruction beam is decreased.

In a near-field arrangement, Stetson partially resolved 600 lines/mm using an

internal-reflection image hologram[2.17,18]. In this type of hologram, the hologram

to object distance is only 10-20 jims. The reference beam is introduced to the

holographic recording media through a prism and is schematically illustrated in

figures 2.10 and 2.11. However, one complication noted was that the signal to

noise ratio of the constructed image was only 5:1. The noise was attributed to the

non-linear effects of the recording media, aliasing effects due to the geometry, and

scattering from the emulsion. He also observed that gross deviations in the

illuminating beam had little effect on the image quality.

Suzuki and Tsujiuchi achieved resolution of 500 lines/mm over a 50 mm field

using focused-image holographic system, a derivative of near-field hologra-

phy[2.19]. Figure 2.12 schematically illustrates their imaging system. They used a

poor quality condenser lens to image the mask onto a photographic emulsion to

form a hologram. The hologram was then illuminated with a beam of light that was
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conjugate to the reference beam to create an unaberrated image of the mask at the

original mask plane. The key point of this system is that the image is created at the

original mask plane through reverse-ray tracing back through the original condenser

lens, eliminating the aberrations introduced by the lens.

2.3 COHERENT IMAGING USING PHASE-CONJUGATE MIRRORS

Recently, conjugate-wave-front generation by degenerate four-wave mixing

has been used to realize real-time high-resolution images[2.20-22]. This technique

is schematically illustrated in figure 2.13[2.22]. Two counter propagating pump

beams interact with a weaker object beam by means of the third order nonlinear

susceptibility of the conjugate medium. The image beam propagates in the direc

tion that is exactly opposite to the object beam and its amplitude is proportional to

the complex conjugate of the amplitude of the object beam. In addition, if the

wave-fronts of the two pump beams are phase conjugates of each other, the image

beam wave-front will be the phase conjugate of the object beam wave-front and will

propagate back towards the object source reproducing the object beam wave-front

at every plane. Essentially, the image beam wave-front propagates as if the image

beam wave-front was the object beam wave-front but traveling in space backwards

in time (time-reversal). To add further insight to the process conjugate-wave-front

generation, it can also be considered as the real-time reconstruction of the image

beam wave-front by one pump beam of a volume hologram formed by the object

beam wave-front and the other pump beam.

Using the apparatus schematically illustrated in figure 2.13, Levenson et

at[2.22]. have demonstrated 0.75 |ims lines separated by 0.5 urns spaces recorded

in photoresist with an effective system numerical aperture of 0.48 that are not

degraded by any speckle or optical noise. The light source for the object
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illumination and pump beams was an krypton-ion laser operating at 413 nm. The

numerical aperture of the system was defined by the region of the conjugator cry

stal illuminated by the pump beams and the spacing between the the conjugator

crystal and the beam-splitter. The conjugate wave-front generator was UNb03 cry

stal that had been irradiated with 0.8 Mrad of cobalt gamma rays.

There are several key advantages using this conjugate-wave-front imaging

technique to realize high-resolution images. First, only simple optics in a simple

configuration are needed as seen in figure 2.13. The only difficulty of this approach

is securing a suitable phase conjugator at the desired wavelength (if one exists).

Second, the attainable field size is only dependent on the available laser power and

not on the steering or imaging optics. Third, since the phase-conjugator operates in

real-time, the conjugator automatically compensates for any aberrations introduced

into the object beam path as well as any mis-alignments between the object plane

and image plane. However, there are several effects unique to wave-front conjuga

tion that have the potential for affecting the image such as spatial filtering due to

nonuniform generation efficiency and image distortion due to pump beam self-

focusing. In photorefractive materials such as LiNb03, the conjugate wave-front

generation diffraction efficiency decreases rapidly with increasing spatial frequency

and thus the higher order frequency components that correspond to the detail

object information are not generated with the same efficiency as the lower fre

quency terms and are lost, resulting in the degradation of the image. Also, when

the conjugator medium acts as a lens, it becomes difficult to ensure that the

counter-propagating pump beams are phase conjugates of one another. If the radii

of curvature of the phase-fronts of the two pump beams differ, the change in curva

ture alters the effective focal length of the image projection system, breaking the the

phase-conjugation symmetry between object and image wave-front. This
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asymmetry has the effect of translating the the image focal plane, and thus the

magnification deviates from unity. For microlithography applications, changes in

magnification of 1 part 10s ( 0.1 jim overlay tolerance and 1 cm field size) produces

major difficulties in overlaying patterns. Because the non-linear optical interaction

that gives rise to the conjugate-wave generation also causes self-focusing

phenomena of the pump beams, there is an ultimate trade-off between image

brightness and image quality.

2.4 FOCUSED-IMAGE LENS-HOLOGRAM IMAGING SYSTEM

Sections 2.3 and 2.4 described several holographic methods to image high-

resolution patterns.t The real-time conjugate wave-front technique at first seems

very promising as a high-resolution technique, however, this method has several

drawbacks. The most significant caveat is the spatial frequency response of the

conjugate crystal. High spatial frequencies are not generated with the same

efficiency as the lower frequencies. Secondly, there is a fundamental material prob

lem with the conjugate crystal, the non-linear optical optical interaction that gives

rise to the conjugate wave-front generation also causes the self-focusing

phenomena of the pump beams limiting the attainable image quality.

Conventional holographic techniques described earlier can generally achieve

a resolution of 400 lines/mm. However, the most serious problem plaguing conven

tional holographic far-field imaging systems is the image quality degradation due to

optical noise generated from the non-linear response of the recording material and

t Real-time conjugate system can be regarded as a real-time holographic technique or at least
as a technique analogous to holography.
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wave-front aberrations from registration errors in the image reconstruction system

(such as hologram repositioning errors, reconstruction beam displacements, and

changes in the reconstruction wavelength).

In conventional holography, the object is located at a large distance from the

recording material, thus the wave-front from a specific point on the object is

recorded over the entire surface of the recording material. In this configuration, the

reconstructed image is extremely sensitive to any variations in the reconstruction

system and to any non-linearities in the recording material. To reduce this sensi

tivity, an imaging system which locates the object wave-front close to the recording

material so that the wave-front from a point on the object is distributed over a small

portion on the recording material is desired. Two such imaging systems that

accomplish this are total internal reflection holography and focused-image hologra

phy. An internal reflection holographic system is illustrated in figures 2.10 and 2.11.

This imaging system suffers from optical noise generated from the near-field

scattering of light from the hologram which is introduced into the reconstructed

image. In addition, additional optical noise is generated from two of the three dis

tinct holograms that are recorded. The object wave-front interferes with the two

reference wave-fronts, the incoming and reflected wave-fronts, plus the two carriers

interfere with each other. Furthermore, there is an aliasing problem with the object

spectrum t which potentially adds optical noise to the reconstructed image.

A focused-image lens-hologram imaging system, illustrated in figure 2.12,

preserves the desire of maintaining the image of the object localized and con

currently eliminates the near-field scattering and aliasing problems. The imaging

system only requires a lens with a large numerical aperture with a large imaging

t The aliasing problem is discussed at length in Chapter 3.
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field. This imaging iens adds an additional constraint that the hologram must also

be aligned to the lens or a registration error occurs degrading the final recon

structed image.
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Figure 2.1 Gabor's in-line hologram forming configuration.
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Figure 2.3 Arrangement to construct an off-axis hologram.
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Figure 2.4 Kiemle's optical arrangement to construct a far-field hologram using a

lens to demagnify the image.
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Figure 2.5 Kiemle's optical arrangement to construct a real image of the

demagnified object at the len's image plane.
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Figure 2.6 Beesley's optical arrangement to construct a far-field hologram of an

object.
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Figure 2.7 Beesley's optical arrangement to construct the real image of the

object.
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Figure 2.8 Champagne's simple optical arrangement to record a far-field holo

gram of an object
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Figure 2.9 Champagne's simple optical arrangement to construct a real image of

the object.
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Figure 2.10 Schematic diagram to construct a total internal reflection near-field

hologram.
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Figure 2.11 Schematic diagram to construct the image created from a total internal

reflection near-field hologram.
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Figure 2.13 Four-wave mixing wave-front conjugation high-resolution imaging

apparatus.
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CHAPTER 3

THE PROPERTIES AND REQUIREMENTS

OF FOCUSED-IMAGE LENS-HOLOGRAMS

Any hologram in which the image of the object or the object itself is located

near the hologram recording plane is defined as a focused-image hologram. Such

holograms have several interesting and uncommon properties. In this chapter, a

brief discussion is given on the salient properties and requirements of focused-

image holograms. The chapter begins with a brief explanation of the holographic

recording and playback process and then proceeds to describe the properties of

focused-image holograms and their associated requirements for maximum image

fidelity with regard to the geometry of the system, holographic recording media, and

illumination source coherence.

3.1 WAVEFRONT RECONSTRUCTION PROCESS

As previously noted in Chapter 2, holographic imaging is a two-step process.

The first step is to record the amplitude and phase information of an object wave-

front with the use of a reference beam and the second and final step is to construct
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the image of the object from the recording (hologram) with the use of a reconstruc

tion beam.

3.1.1 RECORDING AMPLITUDE AND PHASE INFORMATION

Consider a coherent monochromatic wave with a complex amplitude travelling

in space. If the distance from the source is much larger than the area of interest

we can define a wave-front *F = A(x,y)ep *(x,y)l at a particular plane in space where

A(x,y) is real function describing the amplitude of the wave-front and $(x,y)

describes the phase of the wave-front. Figure 3.1 schematically illustrates an off-

axis holographic recording arrangement. The reference beam wave-front amplitude

at the recording media plane can be written as *Fref = Afef(x,y)ep*w(x,yM. The object

beam wave-front at the recording plane can be written as *Fobj =A0bj(x,y)ep*obi(x,y).
The total wave-front at the recording plane is *Ftota| where *Ftota] = 4*^ + ¥obj. The

i i2
intensity at the recording plane r, defined as *Ftotai , can be written as

r= «F,total

2 I |2 | |2 | |2
= Pref +^obj = pre! + m>bj +^ref^obj +^ref^obj 3.1

where *P* is the complex conjugate of ¥[3.1,2J. The first two terms of the expres

sion only depend on the intensities of the two wave-fronts and not on their associ

ated phases. The third and fourth terms depend on the relative phases of each of

the wave-fronts as well as their associated amplitude. Thus, the amplitude and

phase information of ^j is completely present in the total intensity at the record

ing plane.

It is assumed that a photographic plate has a linear mapping of intensity dur

ing exposure into amplitude transmittance after development. An additional
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assumption is that the variations of exposure remain in the linear region of the

exposure-transmittance regime of the recording media. Also, it is assumed that the

resolution of the recording media extends to sufficiently high spatial frequencies to

record all the spatial frequencies. Finally, we assume that the wave-front intensity

A(x,y) of the reference beam, Yref, is uniform across the recording surface. Thus,

the transmittance of the photographic ptate after exposure is

Ttrans =Tbkgd +Pj^ref^obj +̂ref^obj > 3.2

{l^reff+l^objfjiwhere Tbkgd =p«j ¥ref +hP^ >is the background transmittance level and p is

the proportionality constant of the exposure-transmittance relation for the recording

media[3.1].

3.1.2 RECONSTRUCTING THE IMAGE

Suppose the developed transparency (the hologram) is illuminated with a

spatially and temporally coherent construction beam 4^ that propagates in the

same direction as the reference beam. The light transmitted by the transparency is

^trans =̂ corJtrans =̂ coiTokgd +P^con^ref^obj +H'cor/Fref '̂obj >. 3.3

K ^con is an exact duplicate of the original reference wave-front *Fref (i.e. ¥«,!> =

Yref)» the transmitted wave-front becomes

^trans =**rofTbkgd +Pl^ref^obj +|^ref| ^obj f• 3.4

Recalling our initial assumption that ¥ref =e^^t over the exposure area and

t The wave-front amplitude is normalized to one.
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thus |¥ref|2 = 1 over the exposure area, the last term in equation 3.4 is an exact

duplicate of the original wave-front except for a simple multiplicative constant p as

seen in equation 3.5.

n^ref^obj + **obj Y.^trans =^refTbk9d + Pl^ref^obj +^obj f. 3.5

This step is figuratively illustrated in figure 3.2.

In a similar fashion, if ¥„„ is chosen as the conjugate wave-front of the refer

ence wave-frontf (i.e. *Fcon =4^ ) the third term in equation 3.3 of the constructed

wave-front becomes p- ^obj which is proportional to the conjugate of the original

object wave-front as illustrated in figure 3.3[3.3].

Note, there are additional field components described in equation 3.3, each of

which can be regarded as additional noise sources (unwanted interference). If a

noiseless duplicate of Y^ is required, some method of separating each of the vari

ous components is required.

3.1.3 IMAGING THROUGH ABERRATING MEDIA

Imaging through aberrating media (phase-distorting only) is accomplished

using the conjugate wave-front generation technique[3.4]. This method consists of

passing an object-beam bearing wave-front through a phase-distorting media,

recording the distorted wave-front holographically, and then generating the conju

gate wave-front which then passes through the phase-distorting media in the

t One wave-front is conjugate to another wave-front when in every plane its complex ampli
tude is the complex conjugate of the other and all its rays are directed anti-parallel to the others.
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opposite direction. The second pass undoes the phase aberrations introduced in

the first pass. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 schematically illustrates this process. The pro

cess relies on the fact that a hologram has the ability to store not only the ampli

tude but also the phase information of the aberrated object wave-front

If the object wave-front impinging on the aberrating media is represented by

Yobj-aberr and the amplitude and phase transmittance of the aberrating media is

represented by Jm'^^\ the wave-front exiting the aberrating media is written as

^obj-aberrePWatofr(x,y>J- This wave-front is then recorded using an unaberrated refer
ence beam to form a hologram. This hologram when illuminated with a construc

tion beam wave-front that is conjugate to the reference beam wave-front produces

the complex conjugate of the distorted object beam wave-front, H^^e^oi. The

wave-front arriving at the phase distorting media is 4'obj-aberreI",W*baff(x,y)1. The wave-
front exiting the aberrating media is

w* . _el-'w-)Wf(x.y)]cllrwtbe„(x,y)j w* Q ft
* obj-aberr* e — * obj-aberr • «3,0

Thus, the wave-front exiting the aberrating media is the complex conjugatet of the

wavefront that originally passed through the aberrating media.

3.2 OFF-AXIS FOCUSED-IMAGE HOLOGRAMS

Historically, off-axis holography was introduced to separate the two images,

real and virtual created from illuminating a hologram, from each other and from the

construction beam itself. This advance naturally lead to the creation of several

different types of holograms with a wide variety of properties. In the next section,

t The wave-front is now travelling in the opposite direction with the opposite curvature.
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we briefly discuss the features of focused-image holograms and then proceed to

explore the geometrical, recording material, and illumination coherence require

ments to construct a focused-image hologram.

3.2.1 PROPERTIES OF FOCUSED-IMAGE HOLOGRAMS

The main trait of a focused-image hologram Is that the information about the

object on the hologram is localized. Each point on the object gives rise to small

region on the hologram so that the image carried by the reference wave is pro

duced in the hologram plane or very close to it. This local nature of information

reduces the stringency of the image construction requirements such as the linearity

of the recording material, monochromaticity of the construction illumination, and the

construction beam illumination angle and wave-front error[3.5-8].

Usually as a result of non-linear recording of an object, a noisy, diffused scat

tered background appears together with additional higher-order diffracted images

around all the images and anomalous images appear between adjacent diffraction

orders. This noise appears as a result of cross-modulation of different spatial fre

quencies of object waves leading to the recording of additional spatial carriers. In

focused-image holograms, there is an absence of noise in the constructed

image[3.7,9]. This absence of noise even though the object image may have been

recorded with some non-linearity results from the storage mechanisms In this holo

gram since the information about each point is stored as a small area on the holo

gram and the effects of cross modulation between image points caused by non-

linearities in the recording are limited in their spatial extents to the diameter of the

hologram that constructs the image point.
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If the hologram is in the exact position in the optical optical system as when it

was recorded, and it is illuminated with the conjugate to the reference beam used

to record it, then the real image constructed is an exact duplicate of the original

object image. However, in any other circumstances, the constructed image may

exhibit wave-front aberrations. Hologram wave-front aberrations! are classified in

the exact manner as normal lens aberrations. The total wave-front error can be

expressed as a summation of the third order aberrations and is written as

A<D3 =-~£- [-1/8p4S 3.7

+1/2 p3 ( Cx cose +Cy sine )

- 1/2 p2 ( Ax cos26 +Ay sin2e +2AX Ay cosesine )

- 1/4 p2 F

+1/2 p(Dx cose +Dy sine )1

where A03 is the total wave-front error in wavelengths, S is the coefficient for

spherical aberration, Cx and Cy are the coefficients for coma, Ax and Ay are the

coefficients for astigmatism, F is the coefficient for field curvature and Dx and Dy are

the coefficients for distortion and p is the radius of the circular annulus about the

center of the hologram[3.10]. These coefficients depend solely on the geometry of

the optical system and the hologram construction and playback illumination

wavelength^. If the hologram is illuminated with the conjugate beam in the same

t Wave-front aberrations created only due to incorrect illumination of the hologram and not
due to the errors"In retracing back-through the imaging lens ^lensTess case).

t Assuming the hologramdoes not experience any magnification.
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manner as it was created, ail the aberration coefficients are zero, and thus the

wave-front error is exactly zero[3.11]. Now, if any differences in the construction

geometry or construction wavelength relative to the reference wavelength occur, the

aberrations scale with the area of image point on the hologram for a constant

numerical aperture[3.10-14]. Thus, as the hologram approaches that of a pure

focused-image hologram, the wave-front aberrations produced by any non-idealities

in the construction process approach zero.

3.2.2 SYSTEM GEOMETRY FOR FOCUSED-IMAGE HOLOGRAMS

There are several optical system configurations to construct focus-image

holograms. Using a lens to form an image onto the recording material is one

method to form a focused-image hologram, and special precautions must be taken

to insure that the geometry of the system is consistent with the requirements for

microlithography. In this section, specific restrictions on the reference beam offset

angle and magnification of the image at the hologram plane are developed.

3.2.2.1 MINIMUM REFERENCE BEAM ANGLE

Consider the optical system shown in figure 3.6 which is an optical system to

produce focused-image holograms. In this set-up, a reference beam which is

derived from the same coherent source used to illuminate the object Is used during

the recording process at angle 6ref to the object beam. This reference beam Is a

coilimated beam with uniform intensity.
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The complex wave amplitude due to the object at the hologram recording

plane is written as

Ydj-Aon(xly)e»^n 3.8

which also includes the effects of the imaging lens. The reference beam for this

specific case is written as

^ref =Arefe(l2n5'-x) 3.9

where £ref = sin(8ref)A. where 6ref is the offset angle.

The resultant intensity at the recording plane is written as

r=A2, +|A(x,y) |2 +ArefAobjtx.y) [eP^MeH2^) +e™**^2*"*] 3.10
which is similar to equation 3.2. If the amplitude transmittance for the recording

media is linearly related to the intensity, the amplitude transmittance is

T*ar* =PA& +PI A(x,y) |2+pAre^bj(x,y) [eP*^H*W +e^V12^] 3.11
Using the conjugate wave-front, ¥«>„ =^ =Arefe(~l2v*re,x), as the illumination

beam, the complex amplitude of the transmitted wave-front from the hologram is

H'cor^bj =Mtf*** +p|Aobj(x,y) 1V**"* + 3.12

PArefAobj(x,y) [eP^V"14^ +6™**)]] .
The first term in equation 3.12 is the attenuated reference beam which is a plane

wave transmitted through the hologram. This beam Is surrounded by a "halo" due

to the second term which is spatially varying. Similarly, the fourth term is identical

to the original object wave except for a proportionality constant and generates a

real image of the object at an angle 8ref with the directly transmitted beam. The

third term gives rise to the virtual image plus an exponential factor which indicates
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that the virtual is formed at an angle 26ref with the reference beam.

Even though two images are constructed with this arrangementf, they are

angularly separated from the directiy transmitted beam, the halo, and each other

and if the offset angle 6ref is made large enough, I.e. no overlap will occur.

The minimum offset angle 6ref required to ensure that each of the images are

observed without any interference from the twin images as well as from the directly

transmitted beam and the halo is determined to a great extent by the spatial fre

quency of the object wave-front at the hologram recording plane.

Expressing the object, reference, and construction wave-fronts in terms of

their Fourier transforms in spatial frequency domain at the hologram plane we can

re-write equation 3.12 as the following manner

*corw,bj(U) =PA2f8«ref) +pfF^C) eviifco] e5«ref) + 3.13

PAref^objK-2Uf,C) +PAref^jfc.C)

where ¥fe,Q is the Fourier Transform of *F(x,y), 6(£) is the Dirac delta function,

and © is the convolution operator[3.15].

As seen from figure 3.7 which shows these spectra schematically, the fourth

term is the object beam spectrum multiplied by a constant and centered at the ori

gin of the spatial frequency plane. The first term corresponds to the carrier fre

quency and is located at (-^ef. 0). The second term is centered on this 5 function

and is the auto-correlation of ¥(5,Q which has twice the frequency extent of the

object wave-front spectrum. The third term is similar to the last term but is dis

placed to a center frequency of (-2£ref,0). Thus, the twin images will not overlap

t Assuming a thin absorptive hologram.
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the first two terms if the offset angle of the reference beam is chosen such that its

spatial frequency is

5ref*3$obj 3.14

where |ref is the largest frequency in the spatial frequency spectrum of the object.

Translating to angles, this requires that the reference beam angle must be at least

three times the angular spectrum of the object.

3.2.2.2 MAGNIFICATION AT THE IMAGE PLANE

From the previous section, the minimum construction beam angle, Oref-min.

required to insure that the constructed image can be observed without any interfer

ence from its twin image as well as from the directly transmitted beam and the sur

rounding halo of scattered light can be written in the following manner from equa

tion 3.14 as

eref^in =sin-1(3*NAhok)) 3.15

where 6ref_min is the minimum construction angle and NA^ is the numerical aper

ture of the optical system as seen from the hologram plane. Specifically, the use of

a lens operating at a fixed magnification between the object and image plane to

focus the image of the object onto the holographic recording material permits the

use of a larger numerical aperture at the object plane. The numerical aperture as

seen by the high-resolution recording material is

NAm,-i£fl. 3.16
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where NA^io is the numerical aperture at the hologram recording plane NA^ is the

numerical aperture at the object plane, and Mmag magnification of the object at the

hologram plane. Now, re-formatting the ^t^^ using equation 3.12 we obtain

ereMnh =sin-i(-*l!^). 3.17
lVlmBg

Also, the maximum spatial frequency which is necessary to be recorded is depen

dent on the numerical aperture at the object as well as the reference offset angle

and the dependence is

es(m =sin-i(-i^L). 3.18

The physical size of the hologram is also dependent of the system

magnification and can be written as

Holosi2e =M2aglifs 3.19

where Us is the image field size. From equations 3.17, 3.18, and 3.19 several

tradeoffs are formed. As the magnification at the hologram plane is increased, the

hologram size becomes prohibitively large because the total power needed to

expose the holographic recording material increases as the square of the

magnification. In addition, as the physical size of the recording material substrate is

increased, it becomes awkward to physically handle. Thus, for practical image field

sizes of 20-30mm diameter, a magnification of 4'5 is attractive in terms of balanc

ing the hologram size against spatial frequency and energy requirements.
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3.2.3 HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS

The formation of any hologram involves the exposure of light-sensitive materi

als to the holographic interference fringes resulting from the object and reference

beam. The physical changes in the recording material after exposure must affect

the construction beam to form an image. This means that the hologram alters

either the amplitude of phase of this beam. In addition, the information carrying

structure can be either two or three dimensional. In all, there are four basic types of

holograms: the thick (volume) and thin versions of amplitude and phase holograms.

In this section, the general characteristics of holographic recording media are dis

cussed along with their associated requirements for microlithography. In the

3.2.3.1, the minimum spatial frequency of the recording material is defined. In the

next section, the diffraction efficiency of various hologram types is discussed and

finally, a brief discussion of the noise sources from holographic recording media is

presented.

3.2.3.1 MINIMUM SPATIAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE

As noted from section 3.2.2.1, the maximum spatial frequency needed to be

recorded for an off-axis focused image hologram for a faithful construction of the

image is

Smax = 4 Sobject-tens-max 3.Z0

where £object-iens-«nax is the maximum spatial frequency the lens passes. Thus, to

form an undistorted image of the object the recording media must have the ability to

record the £max with no change in visibility compared to the lower spatial frequen

cies.
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3.2.3.2 DIFFRACTION EFFICIENCY OF HOLOGRAMS

The relative success of a lithography method will depend on requirements for

device performance, cost, and volume. From a volume viewpoint, the throughput of

a lithography system is an important factor for establishing its viability. A key

throughput parameter is the intensity at the image plane. To prevent the exposure

time at the image plane from being the limiting factor for throughput, the hologram

should possess the largest diffraction efficiency possible. Since there are several

possible types of holograms, a brief discussion concerning their diffraction efficiency

is presented.

Any hologram in which the thickness of the hologram recording material is

small compared with the average spacing of the interference fringes can be

classified as a "thin"t hologram and can be characterized by the following equation

T(x,y)= |t(x,y)|e^x'^ 3.21

where |t(x,y)| is the amplitude variation and eIM>(x,y)J is the phase variation over the

hologram. In an amplitude hologram, the phase variation is constant and the

transmittance of the hologram varies. To calculate the maximum diffraction

efficiency, we can consider a grating formed by two collimated plane waves.

Assuming that the amplitude transmittance is linearly related to the intensity of the

interference pattern, the amplitude transmittance of the grating can be written as

T(x)=|t(x)|=t0 + t1cos(5x) 3.22

f The distinction between "thin" and "thick" gratings may be described in terms of the factor
Q[3.16] given by

Q= 2rcXd/n0L2cos(e)
where X is the free-space wavelength if the incident plane wave, d is the thickness of the grating,
n0 is the average index, L is the grating period and Q is the angle of incidence inside the record
ing media. For Q less that 1, the grating is in thin regime and for Q > 10, the grating is in thick
regime.
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where to is the average transmittance of the grating, ti is the transmittance ampli

tude of the spatial grating, and £ = 2rc/A where A is the fringe spacing.

From equation 3.22, the diffracted beam amplitude is maximum when the

transmittance has the following values

T(x) = |t(x) |=1/2 + 1/2 cosfcx) 3.23

which can be also written as

T(x) = |t(x)|=1/2+ 1/4 e(iW +1/4 eHW. 3.24

The diffracted electric field amplitude is directly proportional to the the transmittance

and the intensity is proportional to the square of the electric field amplitude. Thus,

the maximum theoretical diffraction efficiency! in the first order is (1/4)2 =6.25%.

For a ioss-less phase-grating where the transmittance can be written as

T(x,y) =ep*<x)l, 3.25

and the phase shift is linearly proportional to the intensity in the interference pattern

such that

<D(x) = <D0 + <&, cosftx). 3.26

Thus, the transmittance of the hologram can be written as

T(x) =ePV,eos5xl 3.27

This can be expanded into a Fourier series using Bessel function expansion to give

T(x) =er'*J S^ntO^e^W 3.28

When the hologram is illuminated, Jo($i) is the undiffracted wave and the term

t Diffraction efficiency is defined as the ratio of power diffracted into the first order to the
power in the illumination beam.
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proportional to Jifti) is the grating order which diffracts to form the image. The

other orders represent sinusoidal gratings of multiple spatial frequencies. The

phase grating diffracts an infinite number of orders and the maximum diffracted

efficiency in the first order (J2($i)) is 33%.

Comparing the properties of "thin" phase-only holograms to those of "thin"

absorptive holograms, phase-only holograms can diffract much more light into the

first order, but they also generate higher order diffractions which do not contribute

to the constructed image. The higher order terms add optical noise to the image.

In the real world, holographic recording materials are not usually linear over

the full range of exposure to make the transmittance vary between 0-1. Thus, the

maximum diffraction efficiency cannot be achieved if it is also necessary to con

struct a wave-front proportional to the original wave-front.

Volume absorption holograms construct with maximum efficiency only if the

constructing wavelength is incident from a direction that satisfies the Bragg condi

tion. A volume amplitude transmission type hologram reaches a peak efficiency of

3.7%. In addition[3.17], it requires a precise selection of the thickness-absorption

coefficient product because the efficiency drops after exceeding a particular value of

this parameter.

Volume phase holograms, just as volume amplitude holograms, construct with

maximum efficiency only if the constructing wavelength is incident from a direction

that satisfies the Bragg condition. It also requires a precise selection of the

thickness-index change product because the efficiency drops after exceeding a par

ticular value of this parameter[3.17].

Comparing the properties of "volume" phase-only holograms to those of

"volume" absorptive holograms, phase-only holograms can diffract much more light
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into the first order. Plus, volume phase holograms on the whole diffract light only

into the first order. They do not generate higher order diffractions terms as do "thin"

phase holograms. Thus, no additional light is introduced into the image.

3.2.3.3 HOLOGRAM RECORDING MEDIA NOISE

Optical noise emanating from the hologram is unwanted light either diffracted

or scattered in the same direction as the constructing image. This noise can be

attributed to the following:

1) Random scattering of the object and reference beam during the construction

of the hologram

2) Random scattering of the constructed object beam and construction beam

due to the granularity of the holographic recording material after development

3) Inhomogeneities and surface deformations of the holographic recording

material before and after development.

4) Non-linear recording and playback of the object wave-front

Optical noise due to source 1 can be eliminated with careful handling and

preparation of the system optics. Source 2 is a fundamental property of the record

ing material and cannot be altered. Sources 3 and 4 are controllable to a certain

extent. Source 3 can be eliminated by using holographic recording materials do not

change their physical shape after exposure and development such as photopoly-

mers[3.18]. Increasing the reference to object beam ratio can decrease the non-

linearity in the recording of a hologram but only at the expense of the playback

diffraction efficiency. Intrinsic non-linearity is a fundamental response which is

present in almost all phase holograms and again can be reduced by increasing the
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reference to object beam ratio. These non-linearities cause several noise effects in

the images produced from holograms (such as harmonic and intermodulation distor

tion noise).

The origins of intermodulation noise can be determined by including higher

order terms to the exposure-transmittance relationship. Consider the interference of

an object wave-front ^j and reference wave-front *Fref to form an amplitude holo

gram for simplicity. If the amplitude transmittance is linearly related to the intensity

of the interference pattern, the amplitude transmittance of the grating can be written

as

=P|%ef^nTtrans = Pl^ref^ref +^obj^obj +VPref¥obj +^ref^obj " 3-29

where p is the proportionality constant of the exposure-transmittance relation for the

recording media. Now assume that the amplitude transmittance is not lineariy

related to the intensity of the interference pattern but can be described using a poly

nomial series. The amplitude transmittance can be written as

Ttrans = PiT + p2r* + PaT3 3.30

where p1t p2, and pa are the polynomial expansion coefficients for the recording

material and r is the intensity. Equation can be expanded similarly to equation 3.2

to

Ttrans =Pi "pref^ref +^obj^obj +^ref^obj +^ref^obj f+ 3-31

nP*Wobj)' >* \2+ C*W*wf) +^obj^obj^ref^ref +

2*F05j%Fref(lFobj) + ^obi^ref^obj + 2¥objlFreflFref +



* \2xui2 ;f)2+^reK^bi)2}.2^obj^reK^ref) +^obj(^rei

If, for example the higher orders greater than two are neglected, then when the

hologram is illuminated by a reference wave-front that is assumed to be a plane

wave-front with unit amplitude that is conjugate to the reference wave, the complex

amplitude of the transmitted wave-front is

^obj-con =Pi j **ref +̂ obj^obj^ref +^obj +(^ref^obj f+ 3-32

56

nO^obj^obj) ^ref+^rc
• •

ref +^obj^obj^ref +

2¥0bj(Yobj) +^obj^obj^ref) +2*F0tj +

Movant)2 +*&#*'*&+(^obi)2*ref} •
The immediate result of the non-linearity is the production of additional diffracted

light in the first and second diffracted orders.

The first three terms in the second order expansion represent wave-fronts

that appear on the same axis as the construction beam. The last two terms

describe wave-fronts that appear as second order diffracted wave-fronts. Note that

not only is the offset-angle is doubled, but also the phase of the wave-fronts is dou

bled. For example, the ^IbjC^ref)3 term appears at twice the angle as the linear

YoojYref and it has its amplitude distribution squared along with its phase variation

doubled.

The sixth and seventh terms represent wave-fronts propagating at the same

off-set angle as the first order wave-front and they produces noise in the first order
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images only if4^ does not have a uniform amplitude.

The fourth and fifth terms always add noise to the first order images. The

degree to which these terms degrade the image depends on the ratio of P2 / Pi-

Further expansion of the higher order terms will also show that they too contribute

noise terms to the first order images.

The analysis presented is valid for thin absorption holograms exhibiting

material non-linearities. A similar analysis can be applied to thin phase holograms.

Thin phase holograms suffer from intrinsic non-linearity as seen from equation 3.28.

Thus, both thin amplitude and phase holograms can generate significant noise in

the constructed image. The non-linearity can be reduced by increasing the intensity

ratio between the reference beam and the object beam for both amplitude and

phase holograms, but only at the expense of decreasing image intensity[3.3].

Volume amplitude and phase holograms do not fall under this analysis.

Volume holograms construct images only if the construction alignment satisfies the

Bragg relations[3.17]. Intermodulation noise is suppressed in volume holograms

because the non-linearity produces diffracted components which do not satisfy the

Bragg relations. The components of the hologram transmittance propagating away

from the Bragg angle are attenuated by the angular selectivity of the recording

media. Thus, with sufficiently thick media, a noise free image should be obtainable

for any diffraction efficiency and object to reference beam ratio[3.19,20].

3.2.4 RECORDING AND ILLUMINATION SOURCE REQUIREMENTS

The spatial and temporal coherence requirements of the illumination beams

for focused-image holograms differ in many respects from the more common far-

field holograms both in recording the hologram and reconstructing the image of the
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object. These requirements can be estimated by modelling the imaging lens as an

ideal lens with a non-zero separation between the lens* image plane and the holo

gram construction plane. The model provides a first order approach to discern the

tradeoff between the image quality and the source size and bandwidth. A more

accurate model is presented in Chapter 5.

In this section, we will discuss the temporal coherence requirements of the

illumination for recording and playback of the object image as well as the spatial

coherence requirements of the source. Also, a brief discussion on polarization state

of the reference beam and object wave-front is presented.

3.2.4.1 A TEMPORAL COHERENCE FOR RECORDING A HOLOGRAM

The minimum temporal coherence for maximum fringe visibility needed to

form a focused-image hologram can be directly related to the hologram formation

geometry. Consider the interference of two plane waves as shown in figure 3.8.

The object beam is perpendicular to the hologram and the reference beam is at a

angle 6ref with it. For the worst case scenario, setting the reference wave-front ray

and the object wave-front ray paths equal for the reference wave-front ray at the

edge of the hologram in which case the object to reference beam path distance

difference is

I= h sin(9ref) 3.33

where h is the length of the hologram and 0ref is the offset angle. Thus, for a plane

wave-front as the object beam, the temporal coherence length must be greater than

h sin(9ref).
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Now consider the added path length due to imaging lens. For an ideal lens

which images the object plane onto the hologram recording plane, no extra path

length is addedf. However, if the lens introduces wave-front aberrations or is not

used to focus the image onto the recording plane, path length differences will occur.

These differences tend to be very small compared to the size of the hologram and

are rarely significant.

3.2.4.1 B TEMPORAL COHERENCE FOR RECONSTRUCTING THE IMAGE

To obtain the highest achievable resolution in the constructed image from a

focused-image hologram, the illumination must be temporally coherent over the

image point spread area* (IPSA) of the imaging lens at the hologram construction

plane. This requirement limits the bandwidth of the illumination.

For an off-axis focused-image hologram with an ideal imaging lens, the tem

poral coherence length must be larger than than the diameter of the IPSA. Thus,

the illumination bandwidth, AX, must satisfy the following condition :

JL2AX <—$— 3.34
2 DIPSA

where D,PSA is the effective diameter of the image point spread area and X is the

nominal illumination wavelength[3.3].

f For an ideal lens, each point in the object plane is the same optical distance to its
corresponding image point no matter which path the imaging forming light ray travels.

t IPSA is the size of the image point in the image plane for a pin-hole in the object plane.
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The temporal coherence is further restricted because the illumination

bandwidth also determines the achievable angular image resolution. For an off-axis

focused-image hologram created with a dispersion free imaging lens, the geometric

traverse image blur resulting from afinite bandwidth, AX from -^ +X- — is

ABl =2p-AX-^ 3.35
Mmag °X

where D|P_H is the separation distance between the lens' image plane and the holo-

d6r
gram construction plane and -rr is the angular the dispersion of the holo-

dX

gram[3.21]. The angular dispersion of the hologram assuming the hologram is a

simple grating can be written as

de, _tanjej
dX Xcons

where Xcons is the hologram construction wavelength[3.22].

The diameter of the IPSA is related to the separation distance between the

lens' image plane and the hologram construction plane in the following manner:

DlPSA = 2*NAhok)*D,p_„ 3.37

where D|P_H is the separation distance between the lens' image plane and the holo

gram construction plane.

Thus, the geometric traverse image blur, ABt, due to a finite illumination

bandwidth is

ABt= P|PSA *tan(9r) *-^- 3.38
2 Mjnag NA^ofe ^cons
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The geometric longitudinal blur, ABj, due to finite illumination bandwidth

is[3.21]

ABl = J™ *^-. 3.39
1 o * u22 * Mmag NAholo ^oons

If the maximum geometric traverse blur and geometric longitudinal blur values

are equal to the nominal construction wavelength A,, equations 3.38 and 3.39 are

transformed into the following

A3i<^2_4MmagNAhote 34Q
2*D,psa tan(0r)

AX<-F^-4M2agNAhoIo 3.41

Comparing equation 3.34 with equations 3.40 and 3.41 indicates that the coherence

length restriction is determined by the requirement to be temporally coherent over

the lens' IPSA and not by the either the traverse or longitudinal geometric blur

requirement. In addition, equation 3.34 also indicates that the coherence length

required is inversely proportional to the to the lens' IPSA.

3.2.4.2A SPATIAL COHERENCE FOR RECORDING A HOLOGRAM

The minimum spatial coherence for fringe visibility needed to form a focused-

image hologram is dependent on the recording geometry. Assuming that the refer

ence and object beams originated from the same source and that the temporal

coherence source length is much larger than the path differences to the recording
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media, interference fringes are produced if both beams are spatially coherentf with

each other. The limiting case occurs at the edge of the lens' image field at the

hologram recording plane. Using the von Cittert-Zernicke theorem, we can estimate

the effective source size such that the illumination is spatially coherent between the

reference wave-front and object wavefront at the hologram plane. Assuming a

complex degree of spatial coherence value of 1/V2, the effective source radius must

satisfy the following condition:

•source < 0 * /M TTfi 3**z2 (Mmag-1)D,PSA

where fd is the focal length of the lens used to collimate the reference beam[3.3].

However, the angular resolution of the image is limited by the angular resolution of

the reference and construction wave-fronts. In fact, the constructed image can be

represented as the weighted cross correlation of the reference and construction

sources convolved with the object wave-front[3.23]. Assuming the construction

source is not the limiting factor, the geometric image blur, ABr, due to a finite refer

ence beam source size can be written as[3.13]

ABr =2*i^*-5pL 3.43

This equation can be written to eliminate D(P_h using equation 3.37 and

becomes

ABr =-^12. * ^ 3.44
*d Mmag NAholo

t Wave-fronts from two different areas on a beam interfere.
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3.2.4.2B SPATIAL COHERENCE FOR RECONSTRUCTING THE IMAGE

To obtain the highest achievable resolution in the constructed image from a

focused-image hologram, the illumination must be temporally and spatially coherent

over the image point spread area (IPSA) of the imaging lens at the hologram con

struction plane. The spatial coherence requirement limits the effective source size.

Using the von Cittert-Zernicke theorem, we can estimate the maximum

effective source size such that the illumination Is spatially coherent over the lens'

IPSA. Assuming a complex degree ofspatial coherence value of 1/V2, the effective

source radius must satisfy the following condition:

X * fd

rsource <2*DIPSA 3*45

where fci is the focal length of the lens used to collimate the re-construction illumi

nation beam[3.13].

In addition to the effective source size requirements necessary to form a

image, the spatial coherence is further restricted because the effective illumination

source size also determines the achievable angular image resolutionf.

Assuming the reference beam source is not the limiting factor, the geometric

traverse image blur, ABr, due to a finite source size can be written as[3.21]

AB 2• .rsora . JV* 346
'd Mmag

t As noted in the previous section, the angular resolution is limited by the angular resolution of
the reference and construction wave-fronts. The constructed image can be represented as the
weighted cross correlation of the reference and construction sources convolved with the object
wave-front[3.23].
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This equation can be written to eliminate D|P_h using equation 3.37 and

becomes

ABr =̂ 222. * ?!£§* 3.47
*d Mmag NAhdo

3.2.4.3 POLARIZATION EFFECTS

The maximum visibility of the interference fringes which form the basis of a

hologram is obtained when the angle between the two interfering electric field vec

tors is zero. This condition is completely satisfied for two plane waves regardless

of the angle between them when their electric field vectors polarized in the direc

tions perpendicular to the plane formed by their propagation vectors. However,

trans-illuminating a mask containing features on the order of the illumination

wavelength will significantly change the polarization of the original illumination beam

due to diffraction which results in a significant loss of visibility in the fringe forma

tion.

Figure 3.9 schematically illustrates the polarization asymmetries for a

focused-image holographic optical system. In this figure, the electric field vector of

the illumination beam as well as the reference beam are polarized such that their

polarization vectors are perpendicular to the plane which is parallel to the table top.

As the object beam diffracts due to the features on the mask, the polarization of the

electric field vectors are modified, in the X-Y plane, the diffracted light propagating

tn the along the "Y" axis is polarized with its electric field vector perpendicular to

the table top. However, as figure 3.10 and 3.11 illustrates, the electric field vectors

are not perpendicular to X-Z plane resulting in a loss of fringe visibility. The

diffracted light propagating along the "X" axis is no longer polarized perpendicular
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to the table top, but is at finite angle. This change in polarization results in a degra

dation in fringe visibility for information contained at at large diffracted angles. The

interference fringe visibility is directly proportional to the cosine of the angle

between the between the direction of polarization of the reference and object

beams[3.3]. If the diffraction efficiency of the hologram is linear with the grating

modulation, the maximum angle between the the direction of polarization of the

reference and object beams is ten degrees for a variation of the grating modulation

of less than 2%.

In order to alleviate the polarization problems, the the numerical aperture as

seen from the hologram can be reduced due to the image magnification at the holo

gram plane. In addition, the reference beam can be brought in with a offset angle

such that 8y = Gx = 6ref where 6y and 9X are the angle the reference beam makes

with the optic axis respectively. This offset angle now distributes the polarization

error equally between the diffracted light in both the "X" and MY" directions.
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Figure 3.1 An off-axis hologram recording arrangement.
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Figure 3.2 Reconstructing the virtual image recorded on a hologram.
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Figure 3.3 Reconstructing the conjugate (real) image with a construction wave-

front that is conjugate to the construction wave-front.
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Figure 3.4 Holographically recording an aberrated object beam.
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Flgure 3.5 Reconstructing the unaberrated image of the object.
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Figure 3.6 Holographic focused-image arrangement.
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Figure 3.7 Spectral content of an illuminated off-axis hologram.
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Figure 3.8 Minimum path difference I at the hologram plane for an off-axis refer

ence wave.
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Figure 3.9 Polarization of the object and reference beams at the center of the

field viewed perpendicular to the table top.
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Figure 3.10 Polarization of the object and reference beams at the center of the

field viewed parallel to the table top.
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Figure 3.11 Polarization of the object and reference beams at the edge of the field

viewed parallel to the table top.
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CHAPTER 4

IMAGES RECONSTRUCTED FROM COHERENT

AND INCOHERENT ILLUMINATION BEAMS

In this chapter, experimental results from a focused-image projection holo

graphic imaging system are described. The first section in this chapter describes

the general optical and geometrical configuration of the holographic imaging sys

tem. The next section, 4.2, discusses the results using a simple single element

imaging lens together with a HeCd laser as the hologram recording and image

reconstruction illumination source and with optical photoresist as the holographic

recording media. Section 4.3 describes the imaging results using an Argon Ion

laser as the hologram recording and image reconstruction illumination source

operating at 488nm, a single element imaging lens and Polaroid DMP-128 photopo-

lymer[4.1] as the holographic recording media. Section 4.4 describes the imaging

results using a well corrected 35mm photographic camera objective as the imaging

optics together with an Argon Ion laser operating at 488 nm as the hologram

recording and image reconstruction illumination source and Dupont photopoly-

mer[4.2] as the holographic recording media. In addition, results using a spatially
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and temporally filtered Hg arc lamp as the image reconstruction source instead of

an Argon Ion laser will be described.

4.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING SYSTEM

The holographic imaging system for both recording a hologram of a mask and

reconstructing the image of the mask is shown in figure 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.t

The illumination source for recording the hologram is a single line laser with a

coherence length of greater than 1 cm. In addition, the beam emanating from the

laser is polarized perpendicular to the top surface of the optical table. Downstream

from the laser is a beam steering device consisting of two mirrors that raises the

laser beam to a working height of four inches and then directs the beam into a vari

able attenuating beam-splitter. This device divides the laser beam into two

separate but coherent beams. Both beams now emanating from the beam-splitter

are polarized with their electric field vectors perpendicular to the surface of the opti

cal table. The beams are then directed into spatial-filters and collimating units to

filter and expand the beams. In these units, the beams are first focused with a 60x

microscope objective to a diffraction limited spot, then filtered with a 5 jim pin-hole

and collimated with a 160mm focal length lens corrected for infinite image to object

ratio. The resulting output beam is 50 mm in diameter.

To form the hologram, the object illumination beam is focused by a condenser

lens to trans-illuminate the object mask by imaging the source into the entrance

pupil of the imaging lens. The imaging lens collects the transmitted and diffracted

light and focuses it at the lens* rear image plane with a magnification - 5. The

t A detailed roster of the equipment is listed in Appendix A.
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hologram is formed at this plane using a high resolution recording material. The

recording material is exposed simultaneously to both the focused image and the

second collimated beam which is commonly referred to as the reference beam.

The reference beam is directed to the hologram recording plane by a removable

mirror M3 and a fixed mirror M4. Both mirrors, M3 and M4, are four inches in diam

eter and flat to X/2f with a surface quality figure of 10-5. The reference beam inter

sects the optical axis formed by the imaging optics at forty-five degrees. After the

holographic recording material is exposed, it is physically removed from the set-up,

chemically developed and then returned to its original position in the system.

Once the hologram is returned to its original position, reconstruction of the

image is possible. Figure 4.2 illustrates the configuration changes needed in the

optical arrangement. To form the image, the hologram is illuminated by a beam

conjugate to the original reference beam (another collimated beam propagating in a

direction that is opposite to the original reference beam). This beam is reflected

from mirror M5 after removing mirror M3 from the beam path. The wave-front

emanating from the illuminated hologram is now "conjugate" to the original wave-

front produced by the lens, that is the light rays diffracted from the hologram now

exactly reverse ray traces the original light rays resulting in a real unaberrated

image at the original mask plane.

In the formation of the hologram, a variable attenuating beam-splitter controls

the relative intensity of the reference and object illumination beams4 The optical

t The wavelength, X, referred to is 632.8 nm.
$ This is accomplished by convertingthe incoming vertically polarized laser beam to a circular

ly polarized beam using a quarter wave-plate. It is then converted to linearly polarized light of
any direction by rotating the quarter-wave plate. The beam is then divided by a beam-splitting
Glan-Thompson prism into one vertically polarized beam and one horizontally polarized beam, the
distribution of energy in the two beams being determined by the direction of polarization of the in
coming beam to the prism. The horizontally polarized beam is then finally transformed into one
with a vertical polarization by a half-wave plate, so at the hologram, the two beams are vertically
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path distances between the object beam and reference beam beginning at the vari

able attenuator beam-splitter and ending at the hologram recording plane must be

kept to a minimum while also keeping the overall set-up as compact as possible.

The path differences between the reference and object beam need to be much less

than the temporal coherence length of the illumination source to insure that the two

beams interfere strongly. In addition, the overall beam path lengths should be

minimized to reduced the sensitivity of the interference fringes to movement due to

changes in the local air pressure, acoustic variations, temperature gradients, and air

flow.

The holographic recording materials were coated on several different glass

substrates. The first substrates were three inch square in size and were previously

used as chrome mask blanks. To utilize these mask blanks, they were first stripped

of any residual photoresist and then chemically etched of the remaining chrome.

Several of the mask blanks were rejected because of the lack of parallelism

between the front and rear surfaces while several others were rejected because of

large surface undulations and the lack of material homogeneity. The second set of

substrates were constructed of lime glass with no specifications on the parallelism

or surface quality figure of the substrate's surfaces. The third substrates were two

and a quarter inches square fused-silica glass plates with each surface flat to Xf

over the entire surface with a surface quality figure of 60-40 or better. The parallel

ism of the front and rear surfaces is better than 1 arc-minute.

The glass substrates did not have an anti-reflection coating on their front sur

face to match the the index of refraction of the holographic recording material to

polarized.
t The wavelength, X, referred to is 632.8 nm.
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prevent any modulation of the intensity inside the recording material volume. More

importantly, the rear surface of the substrate did not have an anti-reflection coating

or an anti-halation coating. However, an anti-halation technique can be realized by

using a neutral density filter with a index matching fluid. The neutral density filter is

attached to the substrate using capillary action of the matching index fluid. Xylene

is used as the fluid matching liquid since its index of refraction! is very close to that

of the glass substrates and is relatively available.

The reference and reconstruction beam collimating unit was setup using two

different methods and both of these methods achieved similar results. The first

method is an auto-collimation technique. The output beam from the collimating unit

is reflected back into itself using a plane mirror located at a distance from the col

limating unit. The resulting output light exiting from the rear of the spatial-filter col

limating unit is monitored using a pellicle as a beam-splitter. The collimating lens is

then moved axially until the output light observed reflected from the pellicle is max

imized. The second method involves using a shearing interferometer[4.3,4]. This

unit is introduced into the collimated beam at a forty-five degree angle and gen

erates two beams, one reflected from the front surface as well as another reflected

from the back surface. The two beams interfere and produce interference fringes.

The degree of collimation is dependent of the pitch of these fringes. The smaller

the modulation pitch, the higher the degree of collimation. The collimation achieved

was close to the theoretical limit of X/D where D is the diameter of the beam. Thus,

the minimum angular divergence for the reference beam is 2 arc-seconds (1 wave

at 488nm).

t The nominal index of refraction of xylene at 488 nm is 1.5.
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A key alignment technique is the procedure used to setup the optical path for

reference wave conjugate. This method uses several pin-holes inserted at various

points in the reference and reconstruction beam paths. Figure 4.3 illustrates the

locations of each of these pin-holes. Pin-hole A reduces the collimated 50mm

diameter beam to a 1mm diameter beam. With mirror M3 removed, pin-holes G

and F are aligned to pin-hole A. With mirrors M3 and M4 in place, pin-holes B

through E are aligned to the reference beam. Mirror M5 is adjusted until the refer

ence beam propagates through pin-holes F and G unscathed. Once this is accom

plished, mirror M3 is removed and the beam location at pin-hole B is verified. If the

beam does not pass through the pin-hole unscathed, mirror M5 is adjusted and mir

ror M3 is replaced and the beam location at pin-hole G is verified. This scheme is

iterated until removal of mirror M3 produces no change in beam location at pin

holes G and B. The overall path length of the of the beam from mirror M3 is two

meters with a detectable error of a quarter of a millimeter, thus, the conjugate beam

has a maximum angular displacement error of approximately 25 arc-seconds.

4.2 IMAGES RECONSTRUCTED USING SURFACE RELIEF HOLOGRAMS

A material well-suited for recording thin-surface relief holograms is pho

toresist Photoresists are light-sensitive materials which form surface relief patterns

upon exposure with actinic radiation followed by chemical development. In positive

type photoresist, the exposed areas become soluble and dissolve away during the

development process.

Photoresist holograms are made by exposing the photoresist which is coated

on a glass substrate to the holographic fringe pattern and then immersing it into a

development solution. Since the solubility of photoresist is dependent of the local
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exposure, a fringe pattern consisting of intensity variations is recorded as a varia

tion in photoresist thickness. These surface variations modulate the phasef of the

reconstruction (conjugate) beam to form the desired image.

Positive photoresists have the following advantages over photographic emul

sions as a holographic recording media:

1) the resolution capability of photoresists is dependent on molecular

dimensions unlike grain emulsions where the dimensions of the

developed grains are on the order of the exposing wavelength,

2) all gelatin based materials such as photographic emulsions experience

dimensional changes in the presence of water which form the develop

ment solution basis, but photoresist experiences very little dimensional

change after development,

3) spinning techniques pioneered in the microlithography industry for coat

ing photoresist onto a silicon wafer enable optical flats to be easily

coated (holograms on optically flat substrates are essential for high-

resolution images[4.5]).

However, the major disadvantage of using photoresists as a holographic

recording media is that they introduce optical noise into the reconstructed image

through two types of non-linearity : intrinsic and material. Because the transmit-

tance function of a thin-phase hologram Is a non-linear function of the recorded

intensity, thin phase holograms are inherently non-linear as discussed in Chapter 3.

The material non-linearity is caused because the surface relief depth is a non-linear

function of the exposure energy.

t Surface relief holograms have similar properties to that of thin-phase holograms.
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In order to assess both the resolution of the optical imaging system and the

performance of photoresist as a holographic recording material, several holograms

of an integrated circuit (IC) mask were recorded using the optical apparatus

described in section 4.1f with a simple single element symmetrical bi-convex lens

as the imaging optic. The illumination source was a HeCd laser operating at a

wavelength of 441 nm with a 3 GHz bandwidth and a total power of 40 mw.

AZ1350J optical photoresist was coated on a used mask blank using the same

coating techniques used to coat photoresist on silicon wafers. The photoresist was

exposed with an average dose of 50 mj/cm2 and then developed in diluted 5:1

AZ303 developer for 30 seconds. The intensity ratio between the reference and

object beam was 10.

The IC mask was a bright-field mask containing several features which vary

in line-widths from 10 jims to 100 jims. The reconstructed images from the holo

grams exhibited significant amounts of optical noise. In fact, the features were

difficult to identify; they were overwhelmed with optical noise. The optical noise

was attributed to several sources: the IC mask, the imaging lens, the hologram sub

strate, and the hologram itself. It was hypothesized that the largest noise source

was the hologram itself because it not only diffracted significant intensity into the

"+1" diffraction order, but also into all the other higher orders. This effect suggests

that there was considerable intrinsic non-linearity as well as material non-linearity.

This non-linearity can be reduced by increasing the intensity ratio between the

reference beam and the object beam, but only at the expense of decreasing image

intensity. In addition, careful material characterization Is also necessary to insure

t The optical system configuration for recording a hologram in photoresist is slightly different
than that described in section 4.1 to accommodate the small temporal coherence of the HeCd
laser.
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that exposure and development characteristics are linear with diffraction

efficiency[4.6]. An alternative solution is to use a volume recording media rather

than a surface relief media for the hologram. With a volume hologram, the Bragg

condition is satisfied for the original signal frequencies only and not for the intermo

dulation frequencies which will eliminate the optical noise due to intrinsic as well as

material non-linearity[4.7,8].

4.3 IMAGES RECONSTRUCTED USING VOLUME HOLOGRAMS

Silver-halide photographic emulsions are the most commonly used holo

graphic recording material used today. They have relatively high sensitivity, high

resolving power, and are easily attainable. However, the developed emulsions

have a tendency to scatter light, shrink non-uniformly after development, and are

extremely sensitive to processing conditions.

The optical properties of dichromated gelatin (DCG) holograms are nearly

ideal. A properly recorded DCG hologram absorbs and scatters very little light. In

addition, volume DCG holograms can approach the theoretical diffraction efficiency

of 100%. However, DCG recording media records two holograms, one on the sur

face and the other in the volume. The surface modulation introduces optical noise

into the reconstructed image due to the inherent non-linear response of surface

relief holograms. In addition, reliable and reproducible DCG holograms require ela

borate preparation, exposure, and processing. The environmental sensitivity of the

resulting hologram requires careful handling and hermetic sealing. Also, its very

short shelf-life requires users to formulate and coat their own DCG films for immedi

ate use.
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Several new photopolymer holographic recording material systems have been

recently introduced that have significant advantages over both photographic emul

sions and DCG. Photopolymers have near ideal holographic recording properties.

They have high diffraction efficiency, rapid self development ( in-place develop

ment), no wet processing, no grating shrinkage, temperature and moisture stability,

high sensitivity and resolution, low exposure threshold, and long shelf-life. The

Polaroid Corporation has introduced a new photopolymer recording system, DMP-

128[4.1], for volume phase recording that is relatively sensitive (5 mj/cm2 at 488nm

for full exposure) and has a high signal to noise ratio figure. The only drawback is

that the material requires a simple wet development step. E.I. Dupont De Nemour

Corporation has also introduced a new photopolymer system which is just as sensi

tive as DMP-128 and requires no chemical processing[4.2] (self developing pro

cess).

Section 4.3.1 describes the imaging results using a simple bi-convex imaging

lens and Polaroid DMP-128 photopolymer as the holographic material. Section

4.3.2 describes the experimental results using a Nikkor 35mm f/1.2 photographic

camera lens as the imaging optics, the Dupont photopolymer as the recording

material, and an Argon Ion laser and Hg arc lamp as the reconstruction source.

4.3.1 IMAGES CONSTRUCTED WITH A SIMPLE LENS

Focused-image holograms were recorded using dark-field as well as bright-

field IC mask as the object and Polaroid DMP-128 photopolymer as the holographic

recording material. The imaging lens was a single element symmetrical bi-convex

spherical lens with a focal length of 38.1mm and a diameter of 50.8mm operating at

magnification - 5. The hologram was formed in the paraxial image plane of the
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lens.f The object-space numerical aperture (NA) is .4 . After the photopolymer was

exposed, it was physically removed from the setup and was chemically developed.

The hologram was then returned to its original position in the set-up. No special

alignment was used other than careful hand positioning of the hologram. In fact,

mirror M5 was adjusted to reduce the wave-front aberrations present in the recon

structed image. Thus, no quantitative measure of the registration error is available.

Figure 4.4 is a photo-micrograph? of a reconstructed aerial image. The mask

was a dark-field mask possessing the following line widths:

Line width iim Lines/mm

1.5 333

1.2 417

1.1 455

1.0 500

0.9 555

0.8 625

0.7 715

The resolution observed in the reconstructed image is at least 715 lines/mm. The

maximum theoretical resolution of the holographic system is 0.61 urn (815

lines/mm) which is the theoretical resolution for a fully coherent imaging system

-£—. As discussed in Chapter 3, the angular resolution of the reconstructed
2NA

image can also be limited by the angular resolution of the of the reference and

reconstruction illumination wave-fronts. The reconstructed image can be

represented as the weighted cross correlation of the reference and reconstruction

sources convolved with the object wave-front. Using equation 3.44 and assuming

the diameter of the point spread function of the tens is ten centimetersf in diameter,

t The paraxial image plane was found by locating the plane wherethe image of the object im
age was the sharpest at the center of the field.

t The photo-micrographs were taken using an ordinary 40X Canon microscope objective with
a 10X eyepiece focusing the image onto Polaroid type 35 instant film.

t The diameter of the point spread function is calculated in Chapter5.
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the maximum resolution attainable is 1.56 urns. However, this is a very simplistic

model. A much more accurate model is presented in Chapter 5, and using the

results from Chapter 5, the maximum angular divergence of the illumination beams

must be less .04 wavelengths from figure 5.12. However, the minimum achievable

angular divergence is 1.0 wavelength. In addition, maximum angular displacement

of the reference and construction beam must be less than 0.3 arc-seconds from

figure 5.11. The maximum angular displacement from the collimating unit is rs/fd

where rs is the radius of the source and fd is the focal length of the collimating lens.

For this particular system, the maximum angular displacement is 3.2 arc-seconds.

Thus, the maximum attainable resolution is limited not by the theoretical limit of the

lens but by the size of the effective illumination source.

In figure 4.4, the dark-field areas in the reconstructed image are clear of any

significant random optical noise (speckle). The reconstructed image also exhibits

pattern-dependent fringes in the field areas. Theses fringes are produced because

of non-idealities in the reconstruction setup which introduce wave-front aberrations

into the image.$ The possible non-idealities include repositioning errors of the holo

gram, errors in the reconstruction beam, and the angular divergence and angular

displacement due to the finite illumination source size. Also noting in figure 4.4,

there is a general decrease in the intensity level of the image as the line-width

decreases.*:}: This can be attributed to two reasons: the effective size of the refer

ence as well as the reconstruction source and the large spot size of the lens in

combination with a physically small hologram. From the preceding paragraph, the

t The wave-front aberrations in the reconstructed image produce pattern dependent fringes.
The larger the wave-front aberrations, the more pattern dependent fringes occur in the recon
structed image.

tt The spatial frequency response of the photopolymer is greater than 6000 lines/mm.
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effective size of the reference and reconstruction source introduces aberrations into

the image of the smaller line-widths (less 1 urns) and thus, decreases the contrast

of these images. The diameter of the spot size of the lens in this configuration is

ten centimeters while the hologram diameter is less than five centimeters. Thus,

much of the energy at the higher spatial frequencies is lost.

The reconstructed images of the smaller line-widths were found to be

extremely sensitive to the hologram reconstruction position and reconstruction

beam parameters. Small deviations of the hologram from its original recording

position quickly deteriorated the image. Displacements on the order of a microme

ter and angular displacements of arc-seconds in the reconstruction system

degraded the the smallest features in the image. Figure 4.5 is a photo-micrograph

of a reconstructed image of various size contact holes (1.0 p.m to 1.5 urn) with the

hologram correctly positioned (as correctly as possible). The reconstructed image

of all the contact holes are clearly resolved. Figure 4.6 is is a photo-micrograph of

the same contact holes but with the imaging lens vertically displaced approximately

25 |im from the location where the hologram was originally recorded. The images

of the contact holes are all deformed and all show signs of having comatic aberra

tions. The image of the one micrometer contact holes are completely absent. A

laterally displaced lens will introduce coma into the the reconstructed image.

Figure 4.7 is a photo-micrograph of an aerial image reconstructed from a

hologram recorded using a bright-field mask. The field areas in the reconstructed

image are littered with random optical noise (speckle). However, the large masked

(dark) patterns are fairly clear of any optical noise. The image also exhibits

pattern-dependent fringes, in both the pattern areas and the field area. The

sources of the fringes are due to various non-idealities in the system. A major con

tribution of the random optical noise is the microscope system used to view and
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photograph the aerial image (This can be verified by moving either the microscope

or the hologram and observing the motion of the optical noise). Further discussion

of the sources of noise is presented in section 4.3.4.

4.3.2 IMAGES CONSTRUCTED WITH A MULTI-ELEMENT LENS

As noted in the previous section, the reconstructed image is extremely sensi

tive to non-idealities of the optical reconstruction system such as the hologram

reconstruction position and reconstruction beam wave-front errors. Replacing the

single element lens with a well-corrected (but not diffraction-limited) multi-element

lens will reduce the sensitivityt[4.9] to system non-idealities. In addition, using the

Dupont photopolymer as the holographic recording material eliminates any holo

gram repositioning errors because the material is self-developing4

Using an ordinary NIKKOR 50mm/f1.2 multi-element photographic lens as the

imaging optic at a magnification - 5, several focused-image holograms of a bright-

field mask as the object were recorded. The object space numerical aperture of

this configuration is .33 and the theoretical resolution of the imaging system is 0.82

urn (610 l/mm) -^j. The hologram was formed in the paraxial image planed

using the Dupont photopoiymer[4.2] as the high resolution recording material. The

photopolymer was exposed simultaneously to both the focused image and a

t It will be shown in Chapter 5 that in fact that the less aberrated the lens is, the less sensitive
the reconstructed image is to non-idealities of the of the image constructing system.

t Once the photopolymer has been exposed with the object and reference beam, a flood-
exposure with a UV source completes the development process. There is no need to physically
handle the hologram afterexposure and thus, no repositioning errors are introduced.

it The paraxial image plane is found by locating the plane where the image of the object is
sharpest at the center of the field.
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reference beam. After the exposure, the photopolymer was flood exposed with a

uniform UV source to complete the recording process.

Figure 4.8 is a photo-micrographf of a re-constructed aerial image of the

bright-field mask. The mask is a bright field mask possessing the following line and

space combinations: 1.0 u.m line and space, 1.0 (im line and 2.0 \xm space, 1.5

jim line and 1.5 Jim space, 1.5 p.m line and 3.0 \ur\ space, 2.0 urn line and 2.0 |xm

space. The resolution is observed to be 1.0 urn, the smallest feature on the original

mask. The lines and spaces are all well-defined. No decrease in the contrast is

observed at the smaller line-widths. This suggest that the limiting resolution of the

system is due to the finite aperture of the lens and not the effective illumination

source size as was the case for the simple lens. Displacements of the hologram of

several micrometers (10-20 u.m) in the axial and lateral directions did not have a

pronounced effect on the images. In addition, angular displacements (10-20 arc-

seconds) and angular divergence of the reconstruction beam did not have a

significant effect on the image. The reconstructed images are much more insensi

tive to any changes in the reconstruction configuration compared to the recon

structed images in the system using the simple lens. A general conclusion from

these results indicate that the closer the lens presents a spherical wave-front, the

less sensitive the reconstructed image is to non-idealities of the system.

In figure 4.8, the field areas are dotted with random optical noise (speckle).

However, the image does not exhibit any pattern-dependent fringes, in both the pat

tern areas and the field area. The lack of pattern dependent fringes in the recon

structed image suggests that there are no detectable wave-front aberrations

t The reconstructed image photo-micrographs were taken using an ordinary 40X canon micro
scope objective with a 10X eyepiece focusing the image on Polaroid type 35 medium contrast in
stant film.
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introduced into the reconstructed image. Moving the microscope viewing system

moves the location of the image, but does not move the location and amount of opt

ical noise. This suggests that the major contribution of the noise is the microscope

system used to view and photograph the aerial image.

4.3.3 OPTICAL NOISE SOURCES

As discussed in Chapter 3, there are a number of possible optical noise

sources in this imaging system. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show that for this specific

experimental system, there is a significant amount of optical noise present in the

reconstructed images that are observed through the microscope viewing system.

Several simple experiments were performed to help identify the major sources of

optical noise. The first experiment was to assess the amount of noise introduced

by the viewing optics, a simple 40X Canon microscope objective with a Melles Griot

10X wide-field eye piece. A mask containing a bright-field as well as a dark-field

areas was illuminated with a spatially filtered coherent illumination beam and

observed through the microscope viewing system. The image of the mask was

speckled with optical noise both in the dark areas as well as in the clear areas.

When the microscope was displaced laterally from its position, the image of the

mask moved in the viewing field but the speckle did not. For very large dark areas,

the amount of optical noise observed in those areas using the microscope viewing

system was very small. As soon as the viewing system captured any amount of

direct illumination, a sharp increase of optical noise was observed. These observa

tions strongly suggest that the microscope viewing system introduces a significant

portion of the optical noise present in the observed reconstructed image.
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In the reconstructed images, the optical noise level in the dark areas was

higher than expected if all the noise was generated from the microscope viewing

system itself. Thus, a second experiment was performed. A 25 x 25 urn2 clear

aperture opening in a dark-field mask was procured. The mask was inserted into

the holographic imaging system which used the Nikkor multi-element lens as the

imaging optic. The mask was illuminated with a spatially filtered coherent illumina

tion beam. The resulting image at the hologram recording plane was then investi

gated. The areas surrounding the clear aperture were speckled with optical noise

even though the viewing field of the microscope was not imaging the clear aperture.

This result suggests three possible optical noise sources. First, the imaging lens

introduces noise throughout its image field due to surface reflections and scattering

from the lens* barrel and the element surfaces. The two other possible noise

sources are reflections from the front lens element which then are reflected to the

mask and then back from the mask into the lens and the illumination energy emerg

ing directly through the chrome plating. The last two sources were dismissed

because when black construction paper was introduced between the lens and the

mask except for a very small opening for the clear aperture, no reduction of optical

noise was seen in the dark field areas at the hologram recording plane. Thus, the

largest source of optical noise in the forward imaging path is due to the imaging

lens itself, an ordinary Nikkor 35mm photographic cameras lens. For this particular

lens, its surfaces and anti-reflection coatings are optimized for a broad spectrum of

wavelengths and not for a single coherent beam. In fact, the anti-reflection coatings

used on this camera lens can scatter much more light than for an uncoated

lens[4.10].

The third experiment was developed to pin-point the role of the photopolymer

and glass substrate as optical noise sources. A glass substrate as well as un-
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exposed and exposedf photopolymer were illuminated with the reconstruction beam

in the hologram recording plane and their scattering centers imaged with the Nikkor

lens and observed through the microscope viewing system at the original mask

plane. An insignificant amount optical noise was observed. This result suggests

that the glass substrates and the unexposed and blanket exposed photopolymer

generate very little optical noise.

Finally, a hologram was recorded using the image of the small aperture as

the object. Then, the image was reconstructed and observed through the micro

scope viewing system. The optical noise observed in the dark areas had much

more optical noise in the reconstructed image than just imaging the aperture at the

hologram recording plane. This increase is attributable to both the photopolymer

and the imaging lens. The photopolymer, after recording an image, scatters more

light compared to the unexposed and blanket exposure. The noise source may be

scattering from random surface relief on the photopolymer film or from relatively

smooth random errors in the recorded fringe positions and amplitudes. [4.11,12]

The imaging lens in this system produces twice the amount of optical noise than a

lens in a conventional single pass imaging system. The hologram records not only

the wave-front to reconstruct the image of the aperture, but also the scattered field

from the (ens' elements. On reconstruction, the reconstructed wave-front that

forms the image of the aperture is again scattered by the imaging lens as the

wave-front traverses through lens. This scattered field is imaged at the original

mask plane as well as the previously recorded scattered field. Thus, the imaging

lens introduces a significant amount of optical noise into the reconstructed image.

In addition, this effect may also limits the type of imaging lens which can be used.

t Blanket exposure using a single beam.
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Lenses with large positive and negative powers tend to reflect much more illumina

tion than lenses with small positive powers. For example, the main attribute of a

Petzval lens is the fact that the constituent element members of the lens are all

positive. As a result, the refractive power is distributed among the all the members,

and each has a power less than the total lens. This is contrasted to other types of

lenses like the Double Gauss and the Cooke Triplet where excessive power is intro

duced and is then balanced by a lesser amount of negative power to yield the resi

dual power of the lens.

4.4 IMAGES RECONSTRUCTED WITH AN INCOHERENT SOURCE

In the previous section, diffraction-limited imaging was demonstrated. How

ever, as expected in any fully coherent imaging system, random optical noise was

present in the reconstructed image. This optical noise in a focused-image lens-

hologram system arises primarily from two sources: the optical train and the holo

gram itself. Optical train noise originates from surface reflections from the member

element lenses, scattering from the barrel, baffles, element surfaces, and from parti

culates on the lens. In fact, from section 4.3.3, it was found that the imaging lens

contributed a significant amount of optical noise in the reconstructed image. Holo

gram noise originates from material non-linearities and intrinsic non-linearities as

well as from scattering centers in the hologram material volume and on the surface

of the hologram.

Illuminating the hologram with a spectrally-broad source with its wavelength

centered about the hologram's reconstruction wavelength, decreases the coherence

length of the illumination beam which can reduce the optical train noisef in the

t The temporal coherence length should be less than the thickness of the optical elements.
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reconstructed image while still achieving diffraction-limited performance. The illumi

nation bandwidth must be sufficiently broad to insure no coherent interaction of the

scattered light, but sufficiently narrow to insure coherent interaction of the diffracted

light from the hologram that forms the image.

Figure 4.9 illustrates the changes needed in the optical arrangement to recon

struct the image using an incoherent source. The hologram is illuminated by a

beam of light from a spectrally and spatially filtered Hg arc lamp that is conjugate to

the original reconstruction beam. The reconstruction beam is reflected from mirror

M5 after removing mirror M3 from the beam path.

The light generated from the Hg arc lamp is collected with a condenser lens

and spatially filtered with a 100 ^m diameter pin-hole. The light exiting the pin-hole

is then collimated with an 80mm focal length lens corrected for infinite image to

object ratio. The collimated light is then directed through a narrow-band interfer

ence filter with a center wavelength of 488 nm and with a FWHM bandwidth of 10

nm. The pin-hole size and filter bandwidth were selected solely on energy transfer

considerations. Smaller diameter pin-holes and narrower interference filters were

investigated, but the collimated light beam produced had insufficient amount of

energy to produce a discernible reconstructed image.

Several focused-image holograms were recorded using a NIKKOR 50mm/f1.2

multi-element photographic lens as the imaging lens at a magnification - 5 and with

Dupont photopolymer as the holographic recording material. Extreme care was

taken to insure that the image of the mask was in the plane of best focus at the

hologram recording plane. The focused-image holograms were recorded using a

bright-field mask possessing an array of line widths spanning from 1.0 jim to 10.0

nm. Figure 4.10 is a photo-micrographt of the reconstructed aerial image of the

t The photo-micrographs were taken using an Bausch and Lomb microscope camera with a
Polaroid instant (667) film.
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bright-field mask using coherent illumination. The bright as well as the dark areas in

the reconstructed image are clearly speckled with optical noise. Figure 4.11 is a

photo-micrographf of the reconstructed aerial image of the identical bright-field

mask but reconstructed with a beam of filtered light from a Hg arc lamp. The opti

cal noise in the field areas is substantially reduced, however, there is a small

decrease in the observed resolution. The possible reasons for this decrease are

that the effective source size is too large, the temporal coherence if the reconstruc

tion beam is too small, and the lens' lateral and longitudinal chromatic aberrations

are much too large to produce a diffraction-limited images.

From section 3.2.4, the effective source size must satisfy the spatial coher

ence and angular blur requirements for diffraction-limited imaging. The effective

source size must satisfy equation 3.45 which is r50urce < X*fcoi / 2*D|PSa- For this

particular configuration, assuming a D|PSA of 25 pm, the effective source size must

be less than 80 urn. Since the actual source size is 100 urn, this should not limit

the achievable resolution. The governing equation for the maximum angular dis

placement can be found in section 4.3.1, where the angular displacement of the

reconstruction beam with a effective source size of 100 urn collimated with a lens

having a focal length of 80 mm is r^i which is 125 arc-seconds. From the results

of Chapter 5, an angular displacement of 125 arc-seconds should not be the limit

ing factor for achieving the desired resolution for a well corrected-lens. The

minimum temporal coherence to reconstruct the hologram is given by equation 3.34

in Chapter 3 and must satisfy the the following relationship X2/AX > 2*DlPSA. The

temporal coherence of the illumination beam is X2/AX which is 23.5 urn. Assuming

a Dipsa of 25 jim, the the temporal coherence requirement is not satisfied by a fac

tor of 2 approximately. Thus, the temporal coherence length of the filtered illumina

tion beam may be too small to construct a diffracted-limited image. The lens'
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chromatic aberrations are unknown, however extrapolating using the results from

microlithography lenses where most lenses are corrected for a bandwidth of less

that 10 nm, the image should also be degraded by the chromatic aberrations in the

imaging lens.

The reconstructed image also exhibits low-level periodic and non-periodic

modulation. The periodic modulation is recorded in the hologram due to the inter-

ferometric effect between the reference beam and the glass substrate employed to

support the hologram recording material. This modulation is generated during the

recording of the hologram and is present in the reconstructed image. In this

specific recording, no anti-halation technique was used to eliminate the reflection

from the rear surface of the substrate. Any optical noise during the hologram

recording process is also recorded. Thus, this noise is reconstructed even when

using a incoherent source to reconstruct the image.

4.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter, the imaging results from a prototype focused-image holo

graphic projection system have been presented. Diffraction-limited images were

reconstructed from holograms recorded using a simple single element lens and a

well corrected multi-element lens. In addition, the images reconstructed using the

simple lens were found to be much more sensitive to any changes in the image

reconstruction configuration compared to the well-corrected the multi-element lens.

As expected in a fully coherent system, random optical noise was present in the

reconstructed images. To reduce the amount of optical noise in the images, a

reconstruction beam derived from a spatially and temporally filtered Hg arc lamp

was employed. With this reconstruction beam, a considerable reduction of optical
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noise in the reconstructed image was achieved while achieving near diffraction-

limited imaging.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of the apparatus to record the hologram.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic diagram of the apparatus to reconstruct the image from the
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Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of the location of the pin-holes to align the refer

ence beam to the reconstruction beam.
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Figure 4.4 A photo-micrograph of a reconstructed aerial image of various equal

line and space widths (0.7 u,m to 1.5 u,m).
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Figure 4.5 A photo-micrograph of a reconstructed aerial image of various contact

holes (1.0 u/n to 1.5 \im) with hologram correctly repositioned.
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Figure 4.6 A photo-micrograph of a reconstructed aerial image of various contact

holes with the imaging lens displaced 25 urns from the hologram

recording position.
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Figure 4.7 A photo-micrograph of a reconstructed aerial image of various line and

space widths (1.5 \im to 5p.m) using a bright-field mask. .
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Figure 4.8 A photo-micrograph of a reconstructed aerial image of various line and

space widths (1.0 \im to 3 u,m) using a bright-field mask at a

magnification of (a) 400x and (b) 600x.
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Figure 4.9 Schematic diagram of the apparatus to reconstruct the image from the

hologram using a Hg arc lamp.
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Figure 4.10 A photo-micrograph of a reconstructed aerial image of various line and

space widths (1.0 urn to 10.0 ^im) using coherent illumination.
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Figure 4.11 A photo-micrograph of a reconstructed aerial image of various line and

space widths (1.0 u.m to 10.0 p.m) using incoherent source.
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CHAPTER 5

ABERRATIONS

OF A LENS-HOLOGRAM SYSTEM

The imaging lens plays a vital role in a focused-image lens-hologram imaging

system. The main purpose of this lens is to capture the maximum amount of infor

mation diffracted from the illuminated object and then focus this information onto a

small area on a high resolution recording material to form an image-hologram. If

the hologram is ideal and is in the exact position as in the set-up in which it was

recorded, and the reconstruction beam is the exact conjugate to the reference

beam, the real image produced is an exact duplicate of the original object and no

wave-front aberrations are present. However, in any other circumstances, the

reconstructed image exhibits wave-front aberrations. As revealed in Chapter 4, the

attributes of the imaging lens have a large impact on the quality of the recon

structed images in a real system. In particular, a "better" imaging lens results in

lesser image degradation resulting from system errors such as mis-registration of

the hologram, mis-alignment or imperfect conjugation of the reference beam. Iden

tifying the impact of these system non-idealities is essential for establishing limits

and specifications for the system optics, and apparatus configuration geometry, and
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hologram material properties.

5.1 Analysis Approach

Meier[5.1] and Leith[5.2] have analytically analyzed the aberrations of lens-

less holograms assuming ideal recording and reconstruction conditions have been

violated. Both Meier and Leith used a point source on the optical axis as the object

wave-front source and represented the spherical reference and reconstruction

beams by off-axis point sources. All of the wave-fronts from the point sources were

treated as paraxial wave-fronts with respect to the object beam's optical axis. The

wave-fronts used were either planar or spherical and hence, the analysis is limited

to only the lensless case. In addition, the paraxial representation of the reference

and reconstruction wave-fronts with respect to the object beam optical axis limits

the analysis to the cases where the reference beam is at angle of less that ten

degrees[5.3] with respect to the the object beam axis.

Champagne[5.3] removed the paraxial restriction by representing the wave-

fronts about their individual axis. The reference wave-front is treated as paraxial to

the axis joining the reference point source and the center of the hologram. Simi

larly, the image reconstruction wave-front is paraxial to the axis joining the recon

struction point source and the center of the hologram. This analysis is still limited

to the lensless holographic cases only.

To include lenses in the optical system, the wave-fronts must be treated as

aberrated wave-fronts, as all real lenses have aberrations. In the lensless case, the

effect of reconstructing an image with an incorrectly repositioned hologram can be

modelled by a system with a correctly positioned hologram with a corresponding
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displaced image reconstruction source. With lenses, preserving the relative position

of the image reconstruction beam to the hologram does not preserve the relative

position of the object beam to the hologram. Thus, the hologram repositioning

errors can not be absorbed in the relocation of the image reconstructing beam.

Lin[5.4] analyzed a lens-hologram system with a collimated but aberrated

reference beam, an identical reconstruction beam, an aberrated object beam, and

an incorrectly positioned hologram originally aligned to the object axis. The

analysis is a generalization of the Meier and Leith approach which utilizes wave-

front matching techniques to solve for the image wave-front aberrations in a closed

form.

The resultant wave-front aberrations of the analyzed system are in fourth

order polynomials of the object position and image ray slope[5.5]. The coefficients

are functions of the reference wave-front beam angle, reference and reconstruction

lens' Gaussian image and Seidel aberration coefficients, reference and reconstruc

tion beam pin-hole positions, object lens' Gaussian image and Seidel aberration

coefficients, object lens to hologram distance, and rotational and translational vari

ables related to the hologram repositioning errors. However, the analysis is not

applicable to the very important casef where the object lens images the object

point onto the hologram. Two critical assumptions are violated in this particular

case. First, the expansion of the object wave-front after being aberrated by the

object lens and directed to the holographic recording material requires the following

conditions to be satisfied

Zogto) >Xog(o) 5*1

t We will demonstrate in fact that the system sensitivities to non-idealities such as hologram
positioning errors are minimized when the hologram is at the object conjugate.
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Zogfo) >Yog(o) 5.2

and

Zh(o) - Zog(o) >Xh(o) - Xog(o) 5-3

ZH(o) - Zog(o) >YH(o) - Yog(o) 5-4

where (XH(0), YH(0), Zh(0)) is the point on the hologram where the wave-front expan

sion is matched and (X^, Y^, Z^^) is the Gaussian conjugate object point

As the Gaussian conjugate image approaches the hologram plane, equations 5.1

through 5.4 are no longer satisfied and thus, the requirements for the wave-front

expansion are violated.

Secondly, the Seidel lens aberration coefficients are usually defined with

respect to the object or image plane and the exit pupil plane of a lens. The wave-

front deviation is correct only when referring to the reference sphere at the exit pupil

for a given set of Seidel aberration coefficients. In Lin's[5.4] analysis, the Seidel

aberration coefficients for the object lens used to express the wave-front deviations

are reference at the hologram plane instead of the exit pupil plane of the object

lens. The Seidel aberration coefficients must be converted with respect to the

object or image plane and the hologram plane which corresponds to the exit pupil.

Aberrated wave-fronts have similar shapes at various different planes and they can

be converted to other planes by using a simple linear extrapolation[5.4,5]. How

ever, the extrapolation does not hold for planes in the vicinity of the image plane.

Following the analysis by Nijboer[5.6] for computing the Seidel aberration

coefficients for a lens, the approximate relations between the wave aberration func

tion and ray aberrations are

3W(x,y) =_ AX 55
dx R
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9W(x,y) AY 56
dy R

where W(x,y) is the wave-front aberration function, R is the radius of the reference

sphere, and AX , AY are the components of the ray aberration. The approximation

is only valid as long as R » W and R » X. As the conjugate image point

approaches the hologram plane, these basic assumptions are violated, and the

Seidel aberration coefficients cannot be extrapolated in the vicinity of the image

plane of a lens.

Several ray tracing studies[5.7] of hologram aberrations have been completed

for mostly lensless holographic cases. Abramowitz[5.8] has completed an analysis

that treats an aberrated image through an objective of an aberration-free holo

graphic system, so that the aberrations are solely due to the objective element.

The analysis assumes ideal image and recording and reconstruction. In such a

holographic system, the aberrations are those of the object lens if the image is

evaluated at the image position of the object lens. If the image is evaluated at the

original object position, there are no aberrations at all (due to reverse ray trac-

ing)[5.9]. Thus, the present analyses deal with both non-perfect optics and the vio

lation of ideal image reconstruction conditions in order to completely identify and

quantify the aberrations in a real system. A first order modelling approach of the

system is developed to quickly identify and estimate the key aberrations of the

imaging lens that are the dominate factors affecting the sensitivity.
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5.2 ANALYTIC MODEL

The main purpose of this section is to help elucidate several of the system

sensitivities with regard to the quality of the imaging optics. As discussed in the

previous section, Un[5.4] analytically solved for the third order aberration

coefficients for the wave-front aberration function for various perturbations of the

reconstruction configuration parameters for a lens-hologram imaging system. How

ever, as was discussed in the previous section, the solution is valid only with the

hologram plane at a distance from the lens' image plane. In addition, an intuitive

understanding of the behavior of the aberrations coefficients with the quality of the

imaging lens is difficult to attain because of the large number of variables and

expansion terms as well as the complex dependencies in each of the expansion

terms. In this analysis, a much simplier approach is taken to provide insight to the

complex behavior of the wave-front aberrations generated for small alterations in

the reconstruction system configuration parameters. Although the analysis does not

include the aberrations produced by the hologram, it nevertheless provides insight

into the complex interaction of the hologram and lens.

The wave-front aberrations of a lens-hologram system for small perturbations

of the reconstruction configuration are computed simply as the difference of two

wave-fronts which are defined using the third order Siedel coefficients of the imag

ing lens. The first wave-front is the wave-front recorded by the hologram which is

described by the wave-front aberration function of the imaging lens at a particular

field point for a specific axial plane. The second wave-front is described by the

wave-front aberration function computed for the disturbed system; in particular the

field point is modified because the hologram is displaced and the exit-pupil location

is displaced because the principle ray is displaced. The aberrations introduced into

the reconstructed image are then the difference between these two wave-fronts.
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The functional expression for the aberration wave-front for any point in the

image field of a lens is written as[5.10]

W(xp>yp,h) =F(Xp2 +yp2)+ 5.7

jS(x2 +y2)2 +

^Cyp(x2 +y2)f +

1

4
A (xp2 +3yp2) 4+

1

4
P(xp2 +yp2) •4+

hi

1

2

h3

"o

where W(sp,yPih) is the wave-front deviation from a perfect sphere, xp and yp are

the normalized exit pupil coordinates, h is the specific field point of interest in the

image field, and Ff is the coefficient for a constant focus error over the entire field,

S is the coefficient for spherical aberration, C is the coefficient for coma, A is the

coefficient for astigmatism, P is the coefficient for Petzval curvature, and D is the

coefficient for distortion. The wave-front aberration function can be written in a

much more compact form by not including the pupil dependencies explicitly and is

Wh =F+S+C-£- +A-^ +?K +D\- 5-8
no ho h^ ho

Consider what occurs when the hologram is displaced laterally from its origi

nal construction position and then illuminated at this new position. At the original

t A shift of amount 2F/NA2[5.6] occurs along the principle ray.
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recording position, the hologram has recorded the aberrated wave-front for a

specific point in a particular object plane. Now laterally displacing the hologram

and illuminating it, the wave-front generated by the hologram is transmitted back-

through the lens through a different zone than when it was created. The new

wave-front aberration function describing this wave-front is the old wave-front aber

ration function except displaced by a lateral displacement distance d in the field

coordinates. In addition, the effective exit-pupil must also be displaced to that posi

tion that yields the same principle ray angle as before the displacement of the holo

gram.

The wave-front aberration function for a displacement d from a field point h is

h+* h0 h2 h2 h3

For diffraction-limited performance, only very small displacements are possible

without completely degrading the reconstructed image. Thus, only the terms that

have first order dependence on the displacement length d are included. The

wave-front aberration function is then approximated to

Wh4d =F+ s+c-^ +A4ii±f^^
h0 h2 h2 h03

For this new position, the exit-pupil needs to displaced such that the position

for which the exiting ray angle from the exit pupil is the same as when the holo

gram was recorded. Figure 5.1 illustrates a hologram that has undergone pure

lateral displacement and then illuminated. Although it is possible to move the exit-

pupil and recalculate the aberrations for this new wave-front, there is a simple

method for determining the affect of moving a pupil using the current Siedel

coefficients of the wave-front. If the exit-pupil is shifted laterally some distance, the
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new principle ray from an object of height h0 crosses the plane of the old exit pupil

at a height y* and if the axial ray in the plane of the pupil is y, the ratio of the two

ray heights Q = y'/y is the only parameter needed to compute the aberrations of the

new system from those of the old. Using the pupil-shift dependencies equations

derived in Appendix B, the additional terms to the wave-front aberration function are

written as

AWfi_R>AF' = 0

AS =0

AC* = QS

AA = 2QC

AP =0

h + d + Q2S

AD* =Q(P +3A)(h +% +3Q2C-^-^- +QF +tfS

The total wave-front aberration is Wtot = Wh+<i - Wn + AWs_s which can be written as

1 *> . 1 *• 1 «• . 1Wto, = ^-C +4A +4P +-f-D'tot

where the coefficients are defined as

C =

A* =

P =

C-f- + QS
rift

yptxp2 +yP2)

2A-^L +2QC-^
h02 h0

2PS (x| +y|)

(xp2 +3yp2)

5.11



D = 3D-^j- +Q(P +3A)(h ^L +qf
h,3 h|
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From these results, several general conditions for the imaging optics for

optimum image reconstruction fidelity and placement for lateral displacements of the

hologram can be concluded. The larger the deviation of the lens' image wave-front

from a spherical wave-front the more sensitive the reconstructed image is to the

hologram lateral displacement error. From a third order analysis, only coma and

astigmatism are introduced, spherical aberration is not. However, residual spherical

aberration in the lens configuration directly introduces a constant amount of coma

over the entire image field into the reconstructed image for lateral displacements

errors in the hologram. All the aberration coefficients increase as the image field is

traversed. This leads to larger sensitivity to lateral displacement errors at the edge

of the field than at the center of the field. The distortion of the image increases

linearly with the displacement error d and increases as the square of the image

field with constant value related to the residual astigmatism and Petzval curvature

coefficient. It is also worth noting that if the hologram recording plane is located not

at the paraxial plane, but a distance downstream, only a constant amount of distor

tion is introduced into the reconstructed image, no other aberration is introduced.

Now, consider what occurs when the reconstruction beam is angularly dis

placed and then is used to reconstruct the image. First, assume that the hologram

produces no wave-front aberrations in this configuration even though the recon

struction geometry is not the conjugate of the recording configuration. At the origi

nal hologram recording position, the hologram has recorded the aberrated wave-

front for a specific object plane with a particular exit pupil configuration. Now recon

structing the original wave-front with an angularly displaced reconstruction beam

shifts the effective exit-pupil location because the angular displacement of the
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reconstruction beam adds a constant angular displacement to the entire recon

structed wave-front. This is illustrated in figure 5.2. Thus, the exit pupil needs to

be laterally shifted such that the position for which the exiting principle ray angle

from the exit pupil will be the same as when the hologram was recorded. The

wave-front aberration function due to a change in the exit-pupil is similar to that for

the case of lateral displacement. Using the pupil-shift dependencies equations, the

additional terms to the aberration function are written as

AWs^>AF* =0

AS* = 0

AC* = QS

AA* =2QC-?- +Q2S
ho

AP* = 0

AD* =Q(P +3A)-!4 +3Q2C^- +QF +Q3S
h2 h°

Terms in higher powers of Q are included here because fairly large Q's are

obtained for very small angular displacements due to the lever arm action. The fac

tor Q is found by finding the respective intersection of the new principle ray from the

hologram with the exit pupil plane.

Modelling the hologram as a simple diffraction grating, the exit beam direction

is governed by the grating equation

^ =sin(a) +sin(p) 5.12

where X is the reconstruction wavelength, a is the grating pitch, a and p are the
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incident and exit beam angles respectively. Thus, with a constant grating pitch and

wavelength, a small change in incident beam angle is converted to a small change

in exit angle. The displaced principle ray is written as A6*L where A8 is the angular

displacement of the reconstruction beam and L is the distance from the hologram

recording plane to the exit pupil. Thus, the factor Q o A8*L / ReP where Rep is the

radius of the exit pupil.

The total wave-front aberration is Wtot = AWS_S which can be written as

1
Wtftt = 4C + 4A + 4-D'tot

where the coefficients are defined as

C*= [Qs]yp(Xp2 +yp2)

A =

D* =

2Qci +Q2S
h°

(xp2 +3yp2)

Q(P +3A)-^r +3Q2C-~ +QF +Q3S

5.13

yD

If the reconstruction illumination is altered compared to the hologram record

ing illumination wavelength, the reconstructed wave-front is angularly displaced by a

constant amount and the effect to the reconstructed wave-front is very similar to the

result to that of an angular displacement of the reconstruction beam. Assuming that

the hologram produces no aberrations, the total wave-front aberration function is

Wtot = AW^ which can be written as'S-S

1
Wte, = -K> +-i-A +-MD'tot

where the coefficients are defined as

C*= [Qs]yp(xp2 +yp2)

5.14



A =

D* =

2Qci +Q2S
h°

(xp2 +3yp2)

Q(P +3A)^4 +3Q2C-^ +QF +tfS
h0* h°
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Again, the full set of terms are included because fairly large Q's are obtained for

very small shifts in the reconstruction wavelength.

Modelling the hologram as a simple diffraction grating, the exit beam direction

is governed by the grating equation 5.12. Using equation 5.12 and fixing the

incident beam direction, the change in the exit beam angle p with a change in the

incident wavelength is

A6 =ii =_L_. 5.15
dX acos(p)

Thus, for small deviations of the reconstruction wavelength from the recording

wavelength, the reconstructed wave-front is angularly displaced by constant

amount. The displaced principle ray intersection at the exit pupil is found as A6*L

where A9 is the angular displacement of the reconstruction wave-front and L is the

distance from the hologram recording plane to the exit pupil plane. Again, the fac

tor Q =A8*L / Rep where Rep is the radius of the exit pupil.

From these results, several general conditions for the imaging optics for

optimum image reconstruction fidelity and placement for shifts in the wavelength

and angular displacements of the reconstruction beam can be established. As was

concluded from the lateral displacement of the hologram, the larger the deviation of

the lens' wave-front image from a spherical wave-front, the more sensitive the

reconstruction image is to the hologram lateral displacement error. From an image

quality stand point, only coma and astigmatism are introduced, spherical aberration

is not The coma introduced is constant over the entire field while astigmatism has
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both an amount that is constant as well as one that varies over the field. Further

more, no curvature of the image field is introduced. The distortion of the image

increases with displacement d and is related to the astigmatism, Petzval curvature,

and coma coefficient. There is also a fixed distortion depending on the residual

spherical aberration and fixed focus error coefficient. It is also interesting to note

that just as with the lateral displacement of the hologram, if the hologram recording

plane is located not at the paraxial plane, but a distance downstream, a constant

distortion is introduced. In addition, the factor Q increases proportional to the dis

tance between the exit-pupil and the hologram recording plane (not the lens* image

plane).

Finally, we consider what occurs when the hologram is displaced axially

along the optical axis and then is illuminated to reconstruct the image. For this

registration error, the hologram does not introduced any aberrations into the image

because the hologram geometry is constant with the reconstruction source. The

hologram records the location of the exit pupil and and displacing the hologram axi

ally also displaces its associated exit pupil. Since the the wave-front error is the

difference between the old wave-front function and the modified wave-front function

at the exit-pupil plane, the two wave-fronts must be subtracted at the identical exit

pupil plane location. Thus, the aberration wave-front function defined for the recon

struction wave-front at its new exit pupil location must be now redefined so that it

coincides with the old exit pupil location. Figure 5.3 illustrates this effect.

Usually, the Siedel coefficients are defined with respect to the object and

exit-pupil plane of the lens and the wave-front deviation is only correct when refer

enced to the reference sphere at that plane. However, aberrated wave-fronts have

similar shapes at other planest Thus, using a conversion formula[5.4] to align the

t Except for planes near the image plane as discussed in the previous section.
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reconstructed exit pupil to the old exit pupil generates the following modifications to

the wave-front aberrations of the reconstructed image. The wave-front aberration

function is

w„ =f- +Is- +\C+1a* Ip* +Id* 5.16

where the coefficients are defined as

F* = FK2

S* = SK4

C* = 4SK3L+CK3

A* = 4SK2L2+ 2CK2L+ AK2

P* = 2SK2L2+ CK2L+PK2

D* = 4SKL3 + 3CKL2 + 2AKL + 2PKL + 2FKL + D

where Kis z _"AD and Lis -y^AD*A,so» ^ ls the exjt PUPH reference sphere
length and AD is the axial displacement error of the hologramf.

Since the image plane is displaced axially along the optic axis, the new object

plane for best focus is also displaced by an amount AD/M2 where M is the

magnification of the system. This axial displacement alters the wave-front aberra

tion function because this displacement alters conjugate positions. Following the

analysis by Wynne[5.11] on aberrations produced by conjugate changes, the follow

ing adjustments to the Siedel coefficients are required:

AWcc>AS =Y[4C +HAftl)]
t AD is positive going away from the lens.
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AA=y[2D +HA(rt2]
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AD = -yS

NAobi AD
where y is 2J—, H is NAo^FHobj the Smith-Helmhotz invariant, P is the

M FHobj

Petzval sum, u. is the object space field angle, p is the image space field angle,

FHobj is the object field height, and A denotes the change on refraction.

In addition, there is a field dependent pupil-shift which also must be

addressed. Using the pupil-shift equations derived in Appendix B, the additions to

the Siedel coefficients are written as

AWs_s>AF* =0

AS# = 0

AC* = QS

AA* =2QC-£- +Q2S

AP' = 0

AD* =Q(P +3A)-^4 +SCfc-^ +QF +Q3S
h| h°

where Q is lfn a function of the image field height and the radius of the exit
ZP Rep

pupil.

However, the added aberrations due to a change of conjugate and shift in the

exit pupil as a function of the field height are negligible for systems requiring very
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precise accuracy of the magnification. For example, a maximum displacement of

0.1mm with an exit pupil aperture of 10mm and an exit pupil reference sphere

length of 200mm produces a Q of .001. With a Q of .001, the additional aberra

tions are insignificant for aberrations coefficients less than 100 wavelengths. In

addition, the added contributions from the change in conjugate position are also

insignificant. A 0.1mm displacement produces y of .0002, thus, the aberrations from

a conjugate change can also be ignored.

Thus, the total wave-front error is written as

Wtot =Wcon-Weqv 5.17

which is

Wtot=F(1-K2)(x2 + y2)+ 5.18

ls(1-K4)(x2 +y2)2 +

•1 [4SK3L +C(1 - K3)] yp(x2 +y2) A +

J- [4SK2L2 +2CK2L +A(1 - K2)] (x2 +3y2) ^ +
4 L J h|

± [2SK2L2 +CK2L +P(1 - K2)l (x2 +y2) -^ +
4 L J h^

i [4SKL3 +3CKL2 +2AKL+2PKL +2FKL ]yp -^

From these results, several general conditions for the imaging optics for

optimum image reconstruction fidelity and placement for axial displacements of the

hologram can be concluded. Again, the larger the deviation of the lens' image

wave-front from a spherical wave-front the more sensitive the reconstructed image

is to the hologram axial displacement error. From an image quality standpoint,
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spherical aberration, coma, and astigmatism are introduced. Coma and astigma

tism term also rely on the the residual Spherical aberration. All aberration

coefficients increase as the image field is traversed. This increase leads to larger

sensitivity to lateral displacement errors at the edge of the field than at the center of

the field. The distortion of the image increases linearly with the displacement error

related to the residual astigmatism and Petzval curvature coefficient. It is also

worth noting that if the hologram recording plane is located not at the paraxial

plane, but a distance downstream, distortion is introduced into the reconstructed

image.

The results of this analysis can be applied to other registration errors. For

example, a tilt of the hologram about the optical axis can be modelled as a angular

displacement of the reconstruction beam with a corresponding axial and lateral dis

placement of the hologram. Also, for magnification of the hologram, the model

would be an displacement due to grating pitch with a field displacement. The diver

gence of the reference and reconstruction beam can not be included in this simple

analysis because the hologram introduces many more aberrations than the other

registration errors into the image, and thus a more complete analysis technique is

required. However, it may be modelled very simply as a field dependent angular

displacement for small spot sizes.

A comparison of the the results derived from this analytic model to the results

from the numerical ray-tracing analysis described in the next section for an imaging

system using a simple single element lens is discussed in section 5.5 of this

chapter.
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5.3 RAY-TRACING THROUGH A LENS-HOLOGRAM FOCUSED-IMAGE SYSTEM

Ray-tracing is a analysis technique that tracks the path of a ray from surface

to surface for specific optical systems. It is computationally intensive and applicable

only to a specific system, but provides a solution of arbitrary precision if the interac

tion of the ray with each optical element is known.

Evaluation of the image quality and placement of a lens-holographic optical

system requires that the wave-front aberration function of the particular optical

configuration to be computed. The following is a block description of the procedure:

1). Define the optical configuration (function of the lens properties, ideal

location, and positioning error)

2). Trace light rays through optical systemt to the hologram plane then

back-through the optical system and record their intersection at the ori

ginal object plane.

3). Using the traverse ray aberrations, calculate the wave-front aberration

function to fourth order accuracy.

4). Compute whatever performance parameters are desired (such as the

Strehl Intensity Ratio and image location) from the wave-front aberra

tion function.

The next section, 5.3.1 describes the the optical configurations analyzed.

Section 5.3.2 describes the ray modelling of the hologram. Section 5.3.3 discusses

the wave-front aberration function for an aberrated holographic system and section

5.3.4 discusses the image quality merit measure used to evaluate the optical perfor

mance of the holographic system.

f Detailed ray tracing procedures for normal optics can be found in MIL-HDBK-141 (1962)
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5.3.1 OPTICAL CONFIGURATION

The schematic diagram in figure 5.4 illustrates the recording geometry for the

ray-tracing analysis. The object point is located at P0(x0,y0.Zo). The imaging lens is

located downstream of the object point source and the hologram is located down

stream of the imaging lens in the X-Y plane centered on the optical axis. A

transmission hologram is made from two point sources P0 and Pr shown in figure

5.4. The reference beam source is located at Pr(xr,yr zr) which is in the same z-axis

space as the object point. The reference beam is a diverging beam propagating in

an index of refraction n0. The object beam source, P0, is also a diverging beam

propagating in an index of refraction n0. The imaging lens captures the light rays

emanating from the object source and then directs them to the hologram. The holo

gram has dimensions XH and YH with a holographic recording material thickness D

with an initial index of refraction of nH_B before exposure and development. The

recording wavelength is A.R.

The image reconstructing geometry is illustrated in figure 5.5. The image

reconstruction beam point source is located to the right of the hologram in an index

of refraction of n0. The image reconstruction beam is also a diverging beam. The

reconstructed real image is shown as P| and is in an index of refraction of n0. The

image reconstruction wavelength is Xc, which can be different than the the refer

ence wavelength. Also, several rather important changes in the hologram have

taken place. The average hologram index of refraction after exposing and develop

ment is now nH_A- In addition, the hologram has been linearly and angular dis

placed from its original construction location and the hologram may have undergone

a magnification change, a reduction or magnification of the hologram dimension by

a factor M which corresponds to Mx, My, and M2 in their corresponding x, y, and z
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directions. The scaling factors allow the hologram dimensions to change between

exposure and image reconstruction phase to account for fringe spacing in their

respective direction independently.

5.3.2 RAY MODELLING OF A HOLOGRAM

A hologram can be described as a record whose optical modulation function

corresponds to the intensity pattern between two light beams, reference and object

beams. The implicit assumption in this ray-tracing analysis is the interference pat

tern formed by the two beams is a infinite plane grating.

Illustrated in figure 5.6 are the object and reference rays, 0 and fi, with the

direction cosines a0, po, y0 and aR, pR, Yr respectively. The vector form of these

rays can be written as

S = o0x + p0y + Y0z 5.19

FUctRX + pftf + YRZ 5.20

where x, ?, and z are unit vectors in the x, y, and z direction. The grating plane

created by the object and reference beam is shown in figure 5.6. To determine the

equation of this plane, it is necessary to compute the direction cosines of the vector

normal to the plane. Two vectors are need to needed to define the grating plane.

The first vector locates the plane that lies in the direction that bisects the object and

reference rays which is

X--2+1. 5.21
2

The second vector, P is the cross product ofthe object and reference rays.

P = 3xR 5.22
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Both vectors, X and P are illustrated in figure 5.6. The vector P defines the plane

of incidence for the two vectors. The grating vector is perpendicular to this vector.

Thus, the vector perpendicular to both X and P, fl is the cross product of the two

vectors.

tf = X X P 5.23

Also illustrated in figure 5.6 is the grating vector R . The length of this vector, ||N||

2tc
is -— where A is the distance between the grating planes. From Smith[5.12], the

A

respective grating plane distances along each of the axis are

dx = V(oto-ar) 5.24

dy =V(Po-Pr)

dz = V(Yo-Yr)

where Xr is the reference and object wavelength. The distance between the grating

plane, A can be found by applying equation 5.24 into 5.21.

dv
A = -2- 5.25

on

or if aN = 0 then A can be found from the other two components. The grating pro

perties have been found before exposure and development, the next step is to

examine the image reconstruction properties of the resultant grating after the holo

gram has been processed.

In the image reconstruction process, the image reconstruction beam interferes

with the hologram and is diffracted. Any change in hologram physical properties

will change the diffraction properties of the hologram. Now assume the holographic

recording material after exposure and development has the dimensions

mx*xh, My*vH, mz*zh which is a scaled version of the original recordingf. Two

t In reality, Mx My » 1 because the recording material iscoated onto a substrate.
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important changes have occurred to the hologram properties: the direction of the

grating vector and its magnitude. Figure 5.7 illustrates the changes that occur for

M2 = .5.

To determine the new grating vector direction and magnitude, the new com

ponent grating plane distances are found. The new distances are

dx.= Mx*dx 5.26

dya=My*dy

d2a=M2*dz

where dXa, ya, za are the new component grating distances. The new grating vector

magnitude , Aa, can be written using equation 5.25 and 5.26 as

dXa*oa =Aa=Mx*dx*(xa 5.27

dya*Pa = Aa = My*dy*pa

dZa*Ya =Aa=M2*dz*Ya

where ota, pa, and Ya are the direction cosines of the grating vector.

The next vector to compute is the direction cosines of the new grating vector.

Given a vector V = (X, Y, Z) with direction cosines ( a, p, y ). the new vector will

have coordinates V*a =( Mxx, Myy, M2z ) with directions cosines ( o^, pa, Ya) •The

direction cosines (a, p, y) are transformed into the new direction cosines with the

following transformation:

0^= 1 5.28

V1+(i^t(M'P)2+(M^
ft PM'^
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for a * 0. If a = 0 and p * 0 then the following transformations should be exer

cised:

pa = 1 5.29

YMzq
Ya~ MypPo

If a = 0 and p = 0, then the last transformation must be used.

1
Ya =

\ (Mzy)2

aMx

MzY
aa = T7rYo

n PMy

5.30

To determine the equation of the grating plane, equations 5.28-5.30 must be

applied to to the vectors defined in equations 5.22 and 5.23. The vector normal to

the grating plane is then given by 5.11 using the modified vectors P0 and Xq.
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Now assume that reconstruction beam impinges on the hologram with direc

tion cosines o^ pCt and yc- The hologram diffracts this beam producing an image

ray with direction cosines of[5.12]

ai =oc±(Xc/dx0) 5-31

Pi =pc ±(Vdy0) 5.32

Yi = ±sign(YcWl.0-ajz-pii: 5.33

where c^ and pc are the tf and y direction cosines for the recording beam and Xc is

the recording wavelength. If the hologram is considered to be a generalized

diffraction grating, the image ray produced is considered the +1 order ray, since the

image ray leaves the hologram with the same tilt in the same direction with regard

to the reconstructing ray as had the original object ray with regard to the reference

ray. Thus, the positive sign in equation 5.31-5.33 is used to compute the direction

cosines of the image ray. The direction cosines for the image ray are only correct

for the specific geometry such that the hologram is illuminated with a reconstruction

beam which is conjugate to the reference beam direction.

Summarizing, the object and reference rays generate a series of grating

planes within the holographic recording media. The recording media volume can

be scaled by multiplicative factors MXi My> and M2. Then, by applying the correct

vector transformations to the vectors describing the grating, a new set of vectors

characterizing the the grating can be computed. The grating diffraction process

generates an image-beam ray that is described as a function of the grating parame

ters and incoming beam-direction-cosines.
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5.3.3 THIRD ORDER ABERRATIONS FOR A HOLOGRAM

The wave-front reconstruction process produces aberrations in the recon

structed image when ever the condition of image reconstruction does not accurately

duplicate or complement those of the hologram producing process. These aberra

tions can be described by a wave-front aberration function that is a fourth order

polynomial function of the pupil coordinates and coordinates of the image point.

The traverse ray aberrations are computed through numerical ray-tracing and are

functionally related to the wave-front aberration function. The functional depen

dence is

Ax; =' NAX 9xp
1_ dw(xptyp) 534

_!__ 9w(xp,yp)
y' NAy 3yp

where Axj and Ayj are the traverse ray aberrations, NAX and NAy are the numerical

aperture of the imaging system from their corresponding axes as seen from the

imaging plane, and W(xp,yp) is the wave-front aberration function expanded in rec

tangular coordinates with normalized pupil coordinates as variables.

The wave-front aberration function for ah off-axis hologram is quite different

than that for a centered lens system. Because the reference beam and reconstruc

tion beam are at an off-axis angle with respect to the optical axis of the system,

there are no planes of symmetry for a holographic system; the wave-front aberra

tion function must contain all possible combinations of the exit pupil and image

coordinates.

The wave-front aberration function can be separated into a series expres-

sion[5.5]
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W(T) =W(0) +W(1) +W(2) +W(3) +W(4) 5.36

where W(n) is of degree n in (x0> y0 p, q). The term W(0)[5.5] is a constant and can

be set to zero with no of loss generality.

The W(1) term is:

W(1) = Atp + A2q. 5.37

A1 and A2 represent lateral shifts in the image location in the p and q directions.

The W(2) term is:

W(2) =BiP2 +B2x0p +B3y0q +B4q2 +B5pq +B6x0q +B7y0p. 5.38

B2 and B3 are magnifications in the x and y directions respectively. The terms B6

and B7 represent distortions. A point is imaged as a point, but extended objects

and their images are not similar since the distance of the image point from the axis

is not proportional to the distance of the object point from the axis.

The W(3) term is:

W(3) =CiP3 +C2P2q +C3pq2 +C4q3 +C5x0p2 +C6yoP2 + 5.39

C7x2p +C8y|p +C9x0y0p +C10xoq2 +Cny0q2 +

C12x02q +C13y02q +C14x0y0pq +C15x0pq +C16y0pq.

The coefficients C7i C8| C9i C12, and C13 represent distortion terms.

The third order aberrations have their wave-front expansion W(4):

W(4) =D,p4 +D^q1 +D3p2q2 +D4pq3 +Dgq4 + 5.40

D6XoP3 + D7x0pq2 + D8x0pq2 + D9X0q3 + D10VoP3 + D^y^q +

Di2y0pq2 + D13y0q3 +D14x|p2 + D15x2q2 + D16x2pq + D17y|q2 +

D18y2p2 + D19y2pq + D2oX0y0p2 + D21x0y0q2 + P22X0yoPq +
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D^x^p +D24x3p +D^y3p +D^y3q +D27Xo2yoP +0^x^00^

DaXoYoV DaoXoylp.

The coefficients D^, D24, D25, D^, D27, D&, D29, and D^ are distortion terms.

The aberration coefficients can be collapsed into various orders and re-written

as functions of only p and qt, which can be represented as coordinates of the exit

pupil. This allows the determination of the wave-front aberration function at a

unique field position. From a computational and data storage viewpoint, this is

much more advantageous because many rays are required for a ray-tracing

analysis to compute the coefficients of the wave-front aberration function over the

entire image field rather than for a single field point.

The collapsed wave-front is :

W(T) =Ap +Bq +Cpq +Ep2 +Fq2 +Gp2q +Hpq2 +lp3 +Jq3 + 5.41

D^4+ D2p3q1 +D3p2q2 + D4pq3 +D5q4

where the coefficients can be derived from equations 5.37-5.40. The coefficients A

and B represent lateral image shifts in the p and q directions. The terms C, E, and

F are defocusing coefficients (function of square of the pupil coordinates) with E

and F in the p and q directions. The coefficient C expresses a focusing error for a

tilted wave-front. G, H, I, and J are non-symmetric third order terms expressing

comatic aberrations.

The coefficients of the collapsed wave-front aberration function can be com

puted with relationships expressed in equation 5.35 and 5.36. A simple linear

regression algorithm produces the correct coefficients given appropriate number

f The derivation is listed in Appendix C
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and location of rays are chosen[5.13].

5.3.4 IMAGE ASSESSMENT

There are several image quality criteria used today; these are the Rayleigh

quarter-wave criterion[5.6] which is the requirement that the peak to peak wave-

front aberration is less than a quarter of a wave at the edge of the exit pupil, the

spot size criterion[5.14,15] which measures the radius of the traverse ray aberra

tions, the the Optical Transfer Furiction[5.16] (OTF) which describes the image qual

ity in terms of the Fourier Transform of the point spread function, and the Strehl

Intensity Ratio [5.17] which compares the maximum value of the point spread func

tion of an aberrated system to that of an aberration free system.

The Raleigh criterion is a tolerance applicable to optical systems which have

almost perfect correction except for a very specific aberration.f The criterion relies

on the fact that if the wave-front at the exit pupil deviates from a reference sphere

centered on the ideal image point by less than a quarter wavelength, then the effect

on the Airy image pattern is small. However, the type of aberration present in an

optical system has a strong influence on the magnitude of the wave-front aberration

that will affect the Airy image pattern.

The spot diagram is a plot of ray intersection points in the image plane. The

size of the spot is a faithful representation of the image point spread function, how

ever, the wave nature of light is completely ignored. Thus, it is not commonly used

for evaluating near-diffraction-limited optical systems.

f Criterion was originally used by Sir Raleigh [5.6] for the the specialcase of spherical aberra
tion.
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The optical transfer function is today the major basis for establishing an opti

cal system quality criterion[5.18]. However, the use of the OTF is time consuming

process due to the necessity of evaluating the OTF at different frequences and

azimuth directions.

The Strehl Intensity Ratio is physically meaningful for small aberrations. Mar-

chel[5.6] related the Strehl Intensity Ratio of small aberrations to the variance of the

wave-front aberration function. The variance of the wave-front is easily related to

the wave-front aberration coefficients. If the wave-front aberration function is

expanded in Zernike[5.19] polynomials, the corresponding coefficients can be

directly related to the Strehl Intensity Ratio[5.6]. The utility of the Strehl Intensity

Ratio is in its ability to consider the significance of an arbitrary combination of aber

rations. However, the criterion is only useful for small aberrations (such that the

Strehl Intensity Ratio is greater than = .8).

The Strehl Intensity Ratio criterion has the best applicability for near-

diffraction-limited optical systems where good performance at spatial frequencies up

to the cut off frequency is of interest and for gaining insight into system tolerances

for maximum performance. In addition, the Strehl Intensity Ratio bears a direct

relationship to the process latitude available to control the line-width of small

1

features in an image recording medium. For features on the order of -j-j, the

Strehl Intensity Ratio accurately reflects the peak image intensity. In this sense, the

Strehl Intensity Ratio is directly related to the final pattern definition in the image

recording media[5.18].

The Strehl Intensity Ratio for small aberrations is simply related to the wave-

front aberration function. The Strehl Intensity Ratio is

2'

SR-1~|£ ffw2ds ffWds
S S

5.42
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where X is the image forming wavelength, W is the wave-front aberration function

which is evaluated over the exit pupil of area S of the optical system[5.6].

Expressing the variancef in equation 5.42 of the collapsed wave-front aberra

tion in equation 5.41 the following expression is obtained:

A2 B2 C2
Variance = -4- + -=- + -^- +

4 4 24
5.43

A[ + BJ + GB + AH,
4 4 12 12

E2 F2 EF
8 8 12

a(,2+2EDi]+a(j2+2FDs) +

-L [g2 +2CD2 +2ED3 +2FD, +2Hj] +

-J- [h2 +2CD4 +2ED5 +2FD3 +2GH] +

li8[D? +D|)+^(D| +2D5Dl+2D2D^

lj [d| +d| +20^3 +20305]-
128

E + F P1 + P5 Da
4 8 24

where the coefficients have been defined previously.

f The variance of the wave-front aberration function is
JJW2ds fj/Wds

12
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5.4 ABERRATIONS OF A NON-IDEAL LENS-HOLOGRAM

In this section, simulation results of the optical performance are presented for

the simple holographic optical imaging system using the single element lens

described in Chapter 4 as well as for a similar system which uses a well-corrected

imaging lens. The holographic optical imaging system is schematically illustrated

in figure 5.4. The reference source is an off-axis point source. The object point in

the analysis is also modelled as a point source. The imaging lens is located axially

along the optic axis such that the object plane is imaged with a magnification M.

The hologram is positioned in the paraxial image plane of the object and is

assumed to be perpendicular to the optical axis during the recording, The holo

graphic recording material is assumed to produce a local grating with a constant

grating amplitude.

In reconstruction mode, the reconstruction point source is nominally located

conjugate to the reference point source. Figure 5.5 illustrates the reconstruction

geometry. The optical performance of the system is evaluated at the original object

plane except when the hologram is axially displaced in which case it is evaluated at

the plane of best focus. The results are presented using the Strehl Intensity Ratio

for image quality and image distortion plots for image placement. The analysis

identifies key system sensitivities and establishes allowable variations in the the

image reconstruction wavelength, and hologram location, reconstruction point loca

tion.
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5.4.1 IMAGING PERFORMANCE OF THE SIMPLE LENS

Table 5.1 enumerates the lens specifications and the relevant geometry of the

the system.

Sinqle Element Lens and System Specifications

Object Plane Location 0 mm

First Surface Location 40 mm

Radius of Front Surface 34.44 mm

Thickness 28.36 mm

Radius of Back Surface -34.44 mm

Entrance Pupil 40 mm

Index of refraction 1.5

Magnification 3.6

Reference Beam Curvature 0.0 mm""1

Construction Beam Curvature 0.0 mm"1

Construction Beam Angle 45 degrees

Hologram Location 242 mm

Hologram Material Thickness .025 mm

Hologram Material Index of Refraction 1.5

Table 5.1 Single Element Lens and System Specifications

The hologram is located at the paraxial image plane. The performance for numeri

cal apertures of the imaging system in object space up to .4 is examined. Figure

5.8 illustrates the traverse ray aberrations also commonly known as spot diagrams

for the lens at the center of its field in this configuration.f Also included in this figure

is the optical path difference (OPD) graph.* The lens displays fourth, sixth, and

eighth order spherical aberration at the center of its field. From the spot diagram,

f The imaging performance of such a simple lens is so poor that the Strehl Ratio is notuseful;
hence the use of the spot diagram.

t The optical path difference is a measure of the distance each ray travels compared to that of
the principle ray.
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the object point rays are not concentrated in small area, but are distributed over a

wide area in the image plane. As discussed in Chapter 3, the size of the spot

diagram dictates the image reconstruction illumination beam temporal coherence

requirements. From equation 3.34, the illumination beam bandwidth must be less

than

^ = Xcons 5.44
2 0^

where Xcons is the image reconstruction wavelength and Dspot is the diameter of the

traverse ray aberration spot. The illumination bandwidth for Xeons = 488 nm is = 2.3

pm for NA .4.

Figure 5.9 and 5.10 display the spot diagrams and OPD graphs for the identi

cal lens in the same configuration but operating with a numerical aperture of .2 and

.1 respectively. The spot diagrams and corresponding OPD graphs show a large

reduction in spherical aberration. With the large decrease in the spot sizes, the

temporal coherence requirement is significantly reduced and is 29 pm for NA .2 and

230 pm for NA.1.

5.4.2 IMAGING PERFORMANCE OF THE LENS-HOLOGRAM SYSTEM

An ideal holographic lens-hologram imaging system would use the simplest

possible imaging lens[5.20], and would display no aberrations because of reverse

ray tracing. In fact, the Strehl Intensity Ratio would be unity. However, a real sys

tem has a variety of imperfections as noted earlier. Figures 5.11 through 5.17 illus

trates the degradation of the image quality for the three operating numerical aper

tures, .1 .2 and .4, as various system parameters are altered one at a time. In

figure 5.11, the Strehl Intensity Ratio is plotted versus the lateral displacement of
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the hologram from its original recording position for the three numerical apertures.

The image quality of the system operating with NA of .4 is extremely sensitive to

any lateral displacement in the hologram. As expected, the lateral displacement

sensitivity is reduced as the operating NA is reduced because the effective lens

quality (spherical aberration is reduced) is increased. Figure 5.12 displays the

Strehl Ratio versus axial displacement of the hologram from its original recording

position with refocussing. The NA .4 system is extremely sensitive to repositioning

errors of the hologram. As anticipated, the system operating with NA .2 or NA .1 is

less sensitive. The degradation of the image quality for hologram displacements

laterally and axially are strong functions of the of the residual spherical aberration of

the lens.f Thus, a lens corrected for spherical aberration will decrease the sensi

tivity of the image quality to lateral or axial displacements of the hologram from its

original recording position.

Any differences in the image reconstruction wavelength, reconstruction beam

angle, or reconstruction beam wave-front curvature also degrades the image qual

ity, because the changes create wave-front aberrations from the hologram which

are then coupled with the lens' aberrations to introduce wave-front errors into the

image wave-front. Figure 5.13 displays the Strehl Ratio versus a change in the

image reconstruction wavelength from the reference wavelength. It is assumed that

the index of refraction of the lens remains constant. Again, the wave-front error

increases with NA, because of the coupling noted above. Figure 5.14 illustrates the

Strehl Ratio with the image reconstruction angle displaced from the its conjugate

position. The NA .4 system is again found to be extremely sensitive to any angular

t The reconstruction beam is conjugate to the reference beam for hologram displacements in
the lateral and axial directions. Thus, the hologram is under ideal illumination conditions for
changes in the hologram position.
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displacement. The NA .2 and .1 show less sensitivity. Figure 5.15 displays the

Strehl Ratio against the image reconstruction beam wave-front error measured in

wavelengths. The sensitivities to the wave-front error in the reconstruction beam

are similar. For example, at NA = .4, a SR of .97 requires the reconstruction beam

curvature to be less than .01 of a wavelength flat over the hologram at 488nm. The

other two NA's show an improvement greater than two orders of magnitude in

reduced sensitivity.

If the hologram undergoes a small change in its physical dimensions (such as

a small lateral linear growth due to a rise in ambient temperature assuming the

holographic material is coated on glass substrate), the resulting reconstructed

image will be aberrated. Figure 5.16 illustrates the Strehl Ratio for equal

magnifications in the "X" and "Y" directions. The NA = .4 system again is extremely

sensitive to any magnifications. The NA = .2 and .1 show much less sensitivity.

The formation of any hologram involves the exposure of light-sensitive materi

als to the object and reference beam. The exposure alters the index of refraction of

the recording material. This change in the index from recording the hologram to

reconstructing the image violates the assumption that the reconstruction process is

perfectly conjugate to the recording process. Figure 5.17 illustrates the Strehl Ratio

for changes in the average index of refraction of the hologram. The NA = .4 system

is found to be very sensitive to any changes in the hologram index of refraction.

The NA = .2 and .1 are much less sensitive. The typical change in index of refrac

tion of a hologram is much less than 0.1, and thus, for the low NA systems, it not a

crucial parameter.

Sensitivity graphs of the traverse ray spot diameters at the different numerical

apertures versus each of the reconstruction parameters for Strehl Intensity Ratio of

.8 are shown in figure 5.18. From the graphs, there is a one to one correlation
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between the traverse ray spot diameter at the center of the field and the lateral dis

placement of the hologram, the angular displacement of the reconstruction beam,

angular deviation of the reconstruction beam, and the magnification of the hologram

grating. This suggest a one to one correspondence between the amount of resi

dual spherical aberration in the imaging lens and these reconstruction parameters

to achieve a Strehl Intensity Ratio of .8. The sensitivity graphs of axial displace

ment of the hologram and divergence of the reconstruction beam show a depen

dence greater than a one to one correspondence on traverse ray spot diameter.

This suggest a non-linear process between the traverse ray spot diameter and

these two parameters.

The lens operating at NA .1 satisfies the goal of localizing the object image to

effectively exploit the properties[5.21] of focused image holograms. Figure 5.19

through 5.21 illustrate the spot diagrams and OPD graphs at the center of the field

and also at half the field height and at the edge of the field for the lens operating at

NA .1. As the image field is traversed, the lens' ability to focus the image point is

severely degraded as seen in the the associated spot diagrams. Figures 5.22

through 5.27 illustrates the Strehl intensity Ratio versus several system parameters

that are altered. The Strehl Intensity Ratio degrades as the image field is

traversed. The image fidelity sensitivity is dominated by the lens aberrations at the

edge of the field.

The sensitivity graphs of the traverse ray spot diameters across the field

versus several reconstruction parameters for Strehl Intensity Ratio of .8 are shown

in figure 5.28. The lateral displacement of the hologram, the angular displacement

of the reconstruction beam, the deviation of the reconstruction wavelength, and the

magnification of the hologram grating show a smaller sensitivity as the spot size

increases as the field is traversed than the axial displacement of the hologram and
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the divergence of the reconstruction beam.

Microlithography applications not only require image fidelity to be perfect, but

they also have very stringent image placement requirements. For a typical microl

ithography imaging system, image placement must be better than .05 urn through

the entire image field[5.22]. Figures 5.29 through 5.31 displays the distortion

through the image field for changes in image reconstruction wavelength, reconstruc

tion beam wave-front, and reconstruction beam angle. The image distortionf is the

largest for wavelength and angular displacement change. The distortion plots for

angular displacement and deviation in the reconstruction wavelength have similar

shapes. This suggest that the distortion from these two parameters have similar

functional dependencies. The distortion plot for divergence of the reconstruction

beam show zero distortion at the center of the field as expected and a large

increase at the edge of the field. This due to the reconstruction beam's effective

illumination angle has been displaced with respect to the edge of the field. Even

though the Strehl Intensity Ratio is greater than .95 over the entire field for these

alterations, the image distortion is much too large for a practical system.

5.4.3 ABERRATIONS USING A MULTI-ELEMENT LENS

In the previous section, the sensitivity of the holographic imaging system util

izing a single element lens was studied. Results from reducing the operating

numerical aperture suggest that a well corrected lens may be less sensitive to any

system non-idealities than for a simple, uncorrected lens. Definite conclusions

could not be ascertained because as the lens' numerical aperture is decreased, the

f Distortion is defined to be the original object point location minus the imaged point location.
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effective numerical aperture seen at the hologram plane is also decreased. The

aberrations of a hologram are functions of its effective numerical aperture[5.23,24]

and thus, as the lens aberrations are decreased by reducing its effective numerical

aperture, the hologram's ability to distort the wave-front is also similarly reduced.

Using a well corrected lens with a large NA increases the numerical aperture seen

by the hologram but does not increase the lens' effective spot size at the hologram

plane.

The system performance with a model well-corrected lens is examined. A

diagram of the optical elements is shown in figure 5.32(5.25] and the specifications

are listed in table 5.2. The lens is a simple four-element lens corrected for use at

infinite conjugate and a field of view of 6 degrees. This lens was chosen because

the design was in the public domain and the lens has the typical performance of an

ordinary 4 element lens (such as used in photography). The hologram is located at

the paraxial image plane and the numerical aperture of the imaging system in

object space is .2 with an image magnification of 3.6. Figures 5.32 through 5.34

illustrate the spot diagrams and OPD graphs of the lens at the center, half field

height, and at the edge of the field. The lens has a spot diameter of 60 u.ms at the

center of the field and increases as the image field is traversed to approximately 2.5

mm. Figures 5.36 through 5.41 display the Strehl Ratio with various system param

eters altered. As expected, the image quality sensitivity increases as the field is

traversed because the lens' aberrations increase with the field.

The image distortion with changes in the illumination beam wavelength at AX

= 10 pm and 50 pm is shown in figure 5.42. The distortion is less 0.02 urns over

the field for AX, = .01 nm which corresponds to a Strehl Ratio of .95 over the entire

image field. Increasing the wavelength deviation AX to .05 nm reduces the field in

half to attain a Strehl Ratio of .95. Comparing the two graphs, the distortion



Lens and System Specifications

Object Plane Location 0 mm

Lens Magnification Factor 40

First Surface Location 33 mm

Radius of Front Surface -.538534 mm

Index of refraction 1.62

Thickness .2941 mm

Radius of Next Surface .96835 mm

Thickness .0696

Radius of Next Surface .430533 mm

Index of refraction 1.649

Thickness .25 mm

Radius of Next Surface -1.1314649 mm

Thickness .0568 mm

Radius of Next Surface 8.41326 mm

Index of Refraction 1.62 -

Thickness .1900 mm

Radius of Next Surface .6568792 mm

Thickness .0144 mm

Radius of Next Surface -1.516898 mm

Index of Refraction 1.62

Thickness .25 mm

Radius of Next Surface 11.239744 mm

Entrance Pupil -.025 mm

Magnification 3.6

Reference Beam Curvature 0.0 mm-1

Construction Beam Curvature 0.0 mm"1

Construction Beam Angle 45 degrees

Hologram Location 231.1 mm

Hologram Material Thickness .025 mm

Hologram Material Index of Refraction 1.5

Table 5.2 Multi-Element Lens and System Specifications

155
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increases linearly with the change in wavelength, but is well below 0.1 ujtis. Fig

ures 5.42 and 5.43 illustrate the distortion with changes in the angular position and

wave-front curvature of the illumination beam.

5.4.4 COMPARISON OF A SINGLE ELEMENT LENS WITH A MULTI-ELEMENT

LENS

The spot diagrams for the single element lens operating with an NA of .1 and

the multi-element lens with operating with NA of .2 are comparable. The aberra

tions that dominate each lens are different but the maximum path differences

displayed in their OPD graphs are very similar when used in the lens-hologram

imaging system. The degradation behavior of the Strehl Intensity Ratio for both

the lateral and axial displacements are very similar (although the well corrected lens

shows much faster degradation at the edge of the field). The other variations which

are dependent on the both the hologram and lens show only slight differences even

though the numerical aperture seen by the hologram is much larger for the system

with the well-corrected lens. The sensitivity with the image field follows the same

trend as for the sensitivity to lateral and axial displacements. This suggests that

lens quality is the dominant factor and not the aberrations introduced by the holo

gram which influence the image fidelity sensitivity at this level of lens correction.

5.4.5 SENSITIVITY AT A PLANE OTHER THAN THE IMAGE PLANE

Figures 5.45 through 5.47 illustrate the spot diagrams and OPD graphs for

the multi-element lens at the center, half, and edge of the field at a plane 50 mm

downstream from the paraxial image plane. The spot diameters have all
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dramatically increased, however, if the hologram is placed here its effective numeri

cal aperture is the same as at the ideal conjugate plane. Figures 5.48 through 5.53

illustrate the image quality degradation for alterations in the various system parame

ters. As expected, the image fidelity sensitivity to both lateral and axial displace

ment of the hologram show very little difference in sensitivity compared to those

with the hologram recorded in the paraxial image plane. This result is in agreement

with the analytic model presented in section 5.2. Alterations in the reconstruction

wavelength, angular displacement, and wave-front curvature of the illumination

beam exhibit greater sensitivity compared to those with the hologram recorded in

the image plane. Again, this result is in agreement with the analytic model

presented in section 5.2. The divergence of the reconstruction wave-front at the the

center and half field position show much greater sensitivity than those with the holo

gram recorded in the paraxial image plane.

Figures 5.54 through 5.56 displays the distortion over the image field for

changes in reconstruction wavelength, angular displacement, and wave-front curva

ture of the illumination beam. The graphs all exhibit a large increase in the image

distortion. There is a constant distortion added through out the field for both the

angular displacement of the reconstruction beam and for deviation of the recon

struction wavelength. These results can be predicted from the analytic model.

5.5 COMPARISON OF THE ANALYTIC MODEL AND THE RAY-TRACE MODEL

The results from the ray-tracing analysis of the simple lens at the center of its

field at various numerical apertures suggest that there is a one to one relationship

between the amount of residual spherical aberration and the registration tolerance

to achieve a Strehl Intensity Ratio of 0.8 for the lateral displacement of the
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hologram, an angular displacement of the reconstruction beam, and a deviation in

the reconstruction wavelength. From the analytic model, only coma is introduced

for these registration errors and the amount introduced is proportional to the resi

dual spherical aberration. For example, a lateral displacement introduces coma

proportional to the lateral displacement multiplied by the residual spherical aberra

tion. The angular displacement of the reconstruction beam and deviation in the

reconstruction wavelength have similar relationships to the lateral displacement;

they are all modelled by displacing the exit-pupil. The coma introduced for these

errors is proportional to the amount of residual spherical aberration and distance

between the exit-pupil plane and the hologram recording plane. Thus, there is a

general correlation between the two analysis.

To assess the accuracy and limits of the analytic model and to corroborate

the numerical model, a quantitative comparison with the results from the numerical

tray-tracing simulations is made with the analytic results. The registration error toler

ances from the numerical ray-tracing are computed for the simple lensf described

in section 5.4.1 to achieve a Strehl Intensity Ratio equal to 0.8. These tolerances

are then inserted into the wave-front aberration model from the analytic model to

compute the equivalent Strehl Intensity Ratio. Table 5.3A and table 5.3B summar

ize the results from a lateral displacement of the hologram. For the low NA system,

good agreement between the approaches is observed. The large NA system

shows a small discrepancy due to the higher order aberrations which are not

included in the analytic model. They also show good agreement across the field.

Table 5.4A and table 5.4B summarize the results for an angular displacement of the

t The third-order wave-front aberration function coefficients for the simple lens are S--40,
C=35, A—60, and P=-20 waves for the NA » .1 system.



Lateral Displacement of the Hologram
System

.4

.2

.1

Lateral displacement
in mm to produce SR=.8

(Simulation)
.00029
.0055
.05

Analytic SR

.88

.82

.8

Table 5.3A Comparison of lateral displacement tolerances.

Lateral Displacement of the Holoqram For NA=.1
Field Position Lateral displacement

in mm to produce SR=.8
(Simulation)

Analytic SR

Center
Half
Edge

.05

.04

.022

.8

.805

.84

Table 5.3B Comparison of lateral displacement tolerances across the field.

reconstruction beam.

Angular Displacement of the Reconstruction Beam
System Angular displacement

in arcsecs to produce SR=.8
(Simulation)

Analytic SR

.4

.2

.1

.35

7.5
80

.86

.73

.6

Table 5.4A Comparison of angular displacement tolerances.
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For the low NA system, the sensitivity computed from the analytic model is worse

than from the numerical ray-trace results. This is due to the coupling of the aberra

tions produced from the hologram with the aberrations produced by the displace

ment of the exit-pupil. However, for the large NA system, the aberrations resulting

from the displacement of the exit-pupil-front is the dominant factor. This effect is

also observed as the field is traversed. Table 5.5A and 5.5B summarize the results



Angular Displacement of the Reconstruction Beam For NA = .1
Analytic SRField Position

Center
Half
Edge

Angular displacement
in arcsecs to produce SR=.8

(Simulation)
80
55
25

.6

.73

.89
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Table 5.4B Comparison of angular displacement tolerances across the field.

for an axial displacement of the hologram.

Axial Displacement of the Hologram
Analytic SRField Position

.4

.2

.1

Axial displacement
in mm to produce SR=.8

(Simulation)
.0009
.95

2.1

.98

.88

.82

Table 5.5A Comparison of axial displacement tolerances.

Axial Displacement of the Hologram For NA = .1
Field Position

Center

Half
Edge

Axial displacement
in mm to produce SR=.8

(Simulation)
2.1

.70

.3

Analytic SR

.82

.79

.82

Table 5.5B Comparison of axial displacement tolerances across the field.

There is discrepancy in the large NA systems due to the aberrations from a conju

gate change which are described in section 5.2. The low NA systems show good

agreement. The field dependence also shows good agreement as long as the

aberrations due to a change in the field are included since the axial displacement is

rather large. For most lithography applications, the axial displacement is much

smaller.
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5.6 SUMMARY

In this chapter, two methods to identify and quantify the aberrations intro

duced through the complex interaction between the imaging lens and the hologram

into the imaging system have been developed. The first method is based on a sim

ple model of the lens interacting with an ideal hologram. The second method

applies a ray-tracing methodology to evaluate the wave-front aberrations produced

by a non-ideal lens-hologram system. The analytic model provides insight into

which attributes of the imaging lens are the dominant factors affecting the sensitivity

of the reconstruction system even though the third order aberrations of the holo

gram are not included. The ray-tracing simulation results provide important quanti

tative results into as well as the behavior of the image quality with the hologram

aberrations included.

The larger the the deviation of the lens' image wave-front from a spherical

wave-front the more sensitive the reconstructed image is to the errors in the recon

struction configuration. Residual spherical aberration is the most significant aberra

tion and should be reduced at the expense of the other aberrations. Coma and

astigmatism are the next important aberrations that should be reduced. The holo

gram recording plane should lie in the conjugate plane. If the recording plane must

lie out of the conjugate plane, the plane should be towards the imaging lens reduc

ing the the lever arm action. The change in average index of refraction is not of a

major concern for well corrected imaging optics.
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Figure 5.4 Schematic illustration of the hologram recording configuration for the

ray-trace analysis.
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Spot Diagram at the Center of the Field NA = .4
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Figure 5.8 Spot Diagram and OPD graph for a single element lens operating with

an NA of .4 at the center of its image field.
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Figure 5.9 Spot Diagram and OPD graph for a single element lens operating with

an NA of .2 at the center of its image field.
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Figure 5.10 Spot Diagram and OPD graph for a single element lens operating with

an NA of .1 at the center of its image field.
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Figure 5.11 Strehl Intensity Ratio for lateral displacement of the hologram for (a)

NA = .4,(b)NA = .2,(c)NA = .1.
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Figure 5.12 Strehl Intensity Ratio for axial displacement of the hologram for (a) NA

= .4, (b)NA = .2,(c)NA = .1.
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Figure 5.13 Strehl Intensity Ratio for change in illumination wavelength for (a) NA

= .4, (b) NA = .2, (c)NA = .1.
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Figure 5.14 Strehl Intensity Ratio for angular displacement of the illumination beam

for (a) NA = .4, (b) NA = .2, (c) NA = .1.
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Figure 5.15 Strehl Intensity Ratio for divergence of the illumination beam wave-

front for (a) NA = .4, (b) NA = .2, (c) NA - .1.
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Figure 5.16 Strehl Intensity Ratio for changes magnification of the hologram for (a)

NA = .4, (b) NA = .2, (c)NA = .1.
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Figure 5.17 Strehl Intensity Ratio for the change in the hologram average index of

refraction for (a) NA = .4, (b) NA » .2, (c) NA = .1.
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Figure 5.18 Sensitivity graphs of the traverse ray spot diameter versus several

reconstruction system parameters.
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Figure 5.19 Spot Diagram and OPD graph for a single element lens operating with

an NA of .1 at the center of its image field.
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Figure 5.20 Spot Diagram and OPD graph for a single element lens operating with

an NA of .1 at the half of its image field height.
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Figure 5.21 Spot Diagram and OPD graph for a single element lens operating with

an NA of .1 at the edge of its image field.
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Figure 5.22 Strehl Intensity Ratio for lateral displacement of the hologram at the

center, half height, and edge of the field for NA of .1.
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Figure 5.23 Strehl Intensity Ratio for axial displacement of the hologram at the

center, half height, and edge of the field for NA of .1.
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Figure 5.24 Strehl Intensity Ratio for a change of illumination wavelength at the

center, half height, and edge of the field for NA of .1.
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Figure 5.25 Strehl Intensity Ratio for angular displacement of the illumination beam

at the center, half height, and edge of the field for NA of .1.
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Figure 5.26 Strehl Intensity Ratio for divergence of the illumination wave-front at

the center, half height, and edge of the field for NA of .1.
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Figure 5.27 Strehl Intensity Ratio for changes magnification of the hologram at the

center, half height, and the edge of the field for NA of .1.
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Figure 5.28 Sensitivity graphs of the traverse ray spot diameter across the field

versus several reconstruction system parameters.
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Figure 5.29 Image distortion across the image field for change in illumination

wavelength of .05 nm.
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Figure 5.30 Image distortion across the image field for a angular displacement of

the illumination beam of 20 arcsecs.
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Figure 5.31 Image distortion across the image field for divergence of the illumina

tion beam of 20 wavelengths.
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Figure 5.32 Schematic illustration of the components of the well-corrected multi

element lens.
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Figure 5.33 Spot Diagram and OPD graph for a well-corrected multi-element lens

operating with an NA of .2 at the center of its image field.
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Figure 5.34 Spot Diagram (a), Tangential (b), and Sagittal (c) OPD graph for a

well corrected multi-element lens operating with an NA of .2 at the half

height of its image field.
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Figure 5.35 Spot Diagram (a), Tangential (b), and Sagittal (c) OPD graph for a

well corrected multi-element lens operating with an NA of .2 at the

edge of its image field.
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Figure 5.36 Strehl Intensity Ratio for lateral displacement of the hologram at the

center, half height, and edge of the field for multi-element lens at NA

of .2.
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Figure 5.37 Strehl Intensity Ratio for axial displacement of the hologram at the

center, half height, and edge of the field for multi-element lens at NA

of .2.
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Strehl Intensity vs Change in Reconstruction Wavelength
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Figure 5.38 Strehl Intensity Ratio for change of illumination wavelength at the

center, half height, and edge of the field for multi-element lens at NA

of .2.
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Strehl Intensity vs Reconstruction Beam Angular Displacement
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Figure 5.39 Strehl Intensity Ratio for angular displacement of the illumination beam

at the center, half height, and edge of the field for multi-element lens

at NA of .2.
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Figure 5.40 Strehl Intensity Ratio for divergence of the illumination wave-front at

the center, half height, and edge of the field for multi-element lens at

NA of .2.
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Figure 5.41 Strehl Intensity Ratio for changes magnification of the hologram at the

center, half height, and the edge of the field for the multi-element lens

at NA of .2.
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Figure 5.42 Distortion across the image field for change in the illumination

wavelength of (a) .01 and (b) .05 nm.
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Figure 5.43 Distortion across the image field for angular displacement of the illumi

nation beam of (a) 3.6 and (b) 20.6 arcsecs.
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Figure 5.44 Distortion across the image field for divergence in the illumination

beam wave-frontof (a) 11.3 and (b) 137 wavelengths.
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Figure 5.45 Spot Diagram and OPD graph for a well-corrected multi-element lens

operating with an NA of .2 at the center of its image field.
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Figure 5.46 Spot Diagram (a), Tangential (b), and Sagittal (c) OPD graph for a

well corrected multi-element lens operating with an NA of .2 at the half

height of its image field.
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Figure 5.47 Spot Diagram (a), Tangential (b), and Sagittal (c) OPD graph for a

well corrected multi-element lens operating with an NA of .2 at the

edge of its image field.
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Figure 5.48 Strehl Intensity Ratio for lateral displacement of the hologram at the

center, half height, and edge of the field for multi-element lens at NA

of .2.
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Figure 5.49 Strehl Intensity Ratio for axial displacement of the hologram at the

center, half height, and edge of the field for multi-element lens at NA

of .2.
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Figure 5.50 Strehl Intensity Ratio for change of illumination wavelength at the

center, half height, and edge of the field for multi-element lens at NA

of .2.
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Strehl Intensity vs Reconstruction Beam Angular Displacement
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Figure 5.51 Strehl Intensity Ratio for angular displacement of the illumination beam

at the center, half height, and edge of the field for multi-element lens

at NA of .2.
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Figure 5.52 Strehl Intensity Ratio for divergence of the illumination wave-front at

the center, half height, and edge of the field for multi-element lens at

NA of .2.
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Figure 5.53 Strehl Intensity Ratio for changes magnification of the hologram at the

center, half height and the edge of the field for the multi-element lens

at NA of .2.
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Figure 5.54 Distortion across the image field for change in the illumination

wavelength of (a) .0075 and (b) .035 nm.
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Figure 5.55 Distortion across the image field for angular displacement of the illumi

nation beam of (a) 3.09 and (b) 14.4 arcsecs.
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Figure 5.56 Distortion across the image field for divergence in the illumination

beam wave-front of (a) 6.8 and (b) 102 wavelengths.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
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6.1 SUMMARY

In this dissertation, a focused-image holographic projection system was inves

tigated as an alternative method for microlithography to circumvent current lens

design limitations. A prototype focused-image holographic projection system was

constructed to investigate the resolution limits achievable from such a system. Two

imaging lenses were explored: a simple single element symmetric bi-convex lens

and a well-corrected photographic multi-element lens. In addition, three holographic

recording materials were employed: optical photoresist, Polaroid DMP-128 photopo-

lymer, and E.I. Dupont DeNemours proprietary photopolymer. Diffraction-limited-

images were reconstructed from the systems utilizing the simple lens and the multi

element lens. The system incorporating the simple lens has a theoretical resolution

limit of 0.62 jims and achieved a resolution of 0.7 tuns. However, the reconstructed

images of features less than a micrometer in size all showed signs of aberrations.

These images were also extremely sensitive to any changes in the image
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construction configuration. In fact, changes on the order of micrometers in the

reconstruction system configuration completely annihilated the Images. The system

incorporating the multi-element lens has a theoretical resolution limit of 0.82 tims

and achieved a resolution of 1.0 \im which was the smallest line-width on the object

mask. The images were all well defined showing little or no aberrations. In addi

tion, the images were much less sensitive to any changes in the reconstruction

configuration than the simple lens.

The reconstructed images using photoresist as the holographic recording

material were littered with optical noise. The major source of this noise was con

cluded to be derived from the hologram itself. Images reconstructed from the

volume phase holograms based on photopolymers suffered from much less noise.

The major source of optical noise in this specific system is generated from the

imaging lens and the hologram itself. The imaging optics produced a similar

amount of noise to that generated by the volume phase holograms. To help reduce

the noise, a spatially and temporally filtered Hg arc lamp was employed as the

reconstruction illumination source for a focused-image hologram recorded with the

well-corrected lens. The optical noise in the reconstructed images was significantly

reduced while achieving near diffraction-limited performance.

A key element of this imaging system is the imaging optics. Two unique

approaches were developed to analyze the imaging sensitivity of various recon

struction parameters to the quality of the imaging optics. The first method utilizes a

simple analytic model of the imaging lens combined with an ideal model of the holo

gram to ascertain the wave-front aberrations. Several registration errors in the

reconstruction configuration were modelled including axial and lateral displacement

of the hologram as well as the angular displacement of the reconstruction beam. A

numerical "ray-trace" simulator was also developed and employed to analyze a
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specific lens-holographic system. A sensitivity analysis of several system variables

such as construction beam angle, wavefront, and wavelength as well as hologram

repositioning and magnification errors was completed for two lenses, a simple sin

gle element symmetrical bi-convex lens and a well-corrected multi-element lens.

The image quality sensitivity for the simple lens was found to be very large and

attributed to the poor correction of the lens. The multi-element lens is fairly insensi

tive to changes in the image construction system compared to the simple lens.

6.2 CONCLUSIONS

Experimentally, near diffraction-limited images can be reconstructed from a

focused-image lens-hologram projection system. The quality of the imaging optics

has a large impact of the sensitivity of the reconstructed images to alterations in the

reconstruction configuration parameters. The better the quality of the imaging lens,

the less sensitive the reconstructed images are to registration errors. Spherical

aberration in the imaging lens has the largest influence on the sensitivity followed

by coma and astigmatism. Recording the hologram downstream from the lens' con

jugate plane increases the image sensitivity for deviations in the reconstruction

wavelength, angular displacement and divergence of the reconstruction beam, and

magnification of the hologram. The sensitivity does not increase for an axial or

lateral displacement of the hologram. Random optical noise is present in the recon

structed images which is due to illumination scattering from the imaging lens and

the hologram itself. Using a broad-band source for the reconstruction illumination

reduces the optical noise with little degradation to the image resolution.
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6.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

In this dissertation, we have demonstrated, in principle, that focused-image

lens-hologram projection imaging is a simple method that can be used for high-

resolution microlithography. In this research, several aspects of the technology

have been investigated, but further work is necessary to completely evaluate the

potential of this approach to microlithography.

The reconstructed image was recorded with the use of a microscope objec

tive and an eye-piece with Polaroid type 35 instant film. A more realistic recording

material to evaluate the the image fidelity and placement properties is photoresist.

This requires the operating wavelength to be in the UV region of the spectrum

because commercially available photoresists are only sensitive in that region.

The origins of the optical noise in the reconstructed image must be first

identified, and then evaluate whether they are fundamental sources or not. Once

the all sources are ascertained, effective methods can be undertaken to reduce the

number of sources of optical noise. In addition, quantifying the impact of the noise

on the reconstructed image is essential for establishing limits and specifications for

optics, apparatus configuration geometry, and material properties for the hologram.

The numerical "ray-trace" simulator provides the path difference that each ray

travels to that of the principle ray. This path difference also incorporates the effect

of the refraction of the recording wave-fronts when they are incident upon the holo

graphic recording material and the refraction of the reconstruction beam with the

hologram. However, if we need to know more about not only the the direction of

the wave-fronts but also their amplitude and phase distribution as well as any addi

tional wave-fronts created due to any non-linearity effects at the output plane of the

hologram, then considerably more complicated interaction models between the
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reconstruction beam and the hologram must be introduced. For example, at recon

struction, we need to solve a set of differential equations governing the relationship

between the amplitudes of the various diffracted modes and the reconstruction

beam. The simulator also does not include the effects of the reference and object

beam polarizations. Their effects can be included in the by introducing a polariza

tion dependent intensity model for the interference of the object and reference

beam recording of the hologram.
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APPENDIX A

This appendix lists the major equipment employed in the experimental
apparatus described in Chapter 4. Other components such as pin-holes, hologram
mounting plate, and mask holder were built in either the student shop or the ERL
machine shop. A granite slab 4'x8'x1' on a brick and plywood base served as the
optical table. The optical components were affixed to the table with a non-
permanent glue.

APPARATUS COMPONENTS

Spectra Physics 165-09 Argon Ion Laser with Intra-Cavity Etalon

Newport Corporation BSD-1 Beam Steering Unit

Newport Corporation 930-51 Variable Attenuator/Beamsplitter

Oriel Corporation 15280 Laser Beam Expanders with Spatial Filters

Janos Technology A2010-562 Piano Mirrors

Newport Corporation 610 Ultra-Resolution Mirror Mount

Newport Corporation MM-2 Mirror Mounts

Newport Corporation LP-2B Five-Axis Gimbal Optic Mount

Newport Corporation 705 Lens Positioner

Newport Corporation 400 Dual Axis Translation Stage

Newport Corporation KBX139 Bi-Convex Optical Glass Lenses

Nikkor 50mm f/1.2 Optical Lens
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APPENDIX B

This appendix computes the new wave-front aberration coefficients for a

lateral shift in the exit pupil. Let the wave-front aberration function be represented

by[B.l]

W(xp,yp,h) =F(xp2 +y|)+ B.1

-g- S(x| +yp2)2 +

-icyp^+y2)^

1

4
A(xp2 +3yp2)

hi

1

4
P(xp2 +y|) •4*

hi

1

2
DyP

h3

hi

where W(xp,yPih) is the wave-front deviation from a perfect sphere, xp and yp are

the normalized exit pupil coordinates, h is the specific field point of interest in the

image field, and Ft is the coefficient for a constant focus error over the entire field,

S is the coefficient for spherical aberration, C is the coefficient for coma, A is the

coefficient for astigmatism, P is the coefficient for Petzval curvature, and D is the

coefficient for distortion. A exit-pupil shift is equivalent to a change in origin of (0,-

2F
A shift of amount -—5-[B.2] occurs along the principle ray.
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y0) where y0 is the normalized shift. Thus, for every yp in the above equation,

yp +y0 is substituted. The resultant expression after extensive algebraic manipula

tion is

2 . „2\W(xp,yp,h) = F(x< +y<) +

.2 . „2\2•j8(xp- +ypr +

C-^ +QS
h«

yP(Xp2 +yp)

Aill +2QC-£- +Q2S
h2 h0

|P(Xp2+yP2)-§ +

(x|+3yp2)

Dill +Q(P +3A)-4 +3Q2C-^ +QF +Q3S
h03 'h2 h°

B.2

Vp
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[B.1] Karl A. Stetson and Karl A. Stetson, and T. Suzuki and J. Tsujiuchi, and M. J.

Beesley, H. Foster, and K.G. Hambleton, "A Holographic Image Printing

Technique with High Resolution.," Optics Communication, vol. 9, no. 4, pp.

360-363, December 1973.

[B.2] M. Bom and E. Wolf, in Principles of Optics, Pergamon Press, New York,

1984.
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APPENDIX C

This appendix describes the conversion of the traverse-ray aberrations rela
tions from being functions of the exit-pupil coordinates to being functions of the nor
malized exit pupil coordinates.
The wave-front aberration function can be expressed as a summation of polynomial
functions of the exit pupil coordinates[C.1J.

W(x,y) =£ £ AytfY*. C.1

The traverse-ray aberrations relationships are expressed as functions of the wave-
front aberration function and they have the following form

AX = R aW(x.y) c 2
• n ax

Y= R.aW(x,y) C3
n 9Y

where n is the index for refraction of the media, R is the radius of the reference
sphere, andW(x,y) is the wave-front aberration function.
The wave-front aberration function can be reformulated to be a function of the nor
malize exit pupil coordinates and is written as

k I

EZW(x,y) =E5:AijXimax X
i

Yymax
Y

Xxmax 'ymax

Anew constant term Ajj can be defined as
Ajj=AyXxmaxYyrnax .

Y*. C.4

C.5

The partial derivatives with respect to X and Y of the wave-front aberration function
are

k I

^m-ii^-Kax M j=l Axmax

11-1

vxmax 'ymax

0" M f.1 'ymax IA«max J [_ "ymax

Reorganizing the terms, the following Is attained

1 i.i,..r X3W(x,y) _

<ty Xxmax w ^ ^xmax

IM

'ymax

C.6

C.7

C.8
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aW(x.y) = 1
8Y ymax j=l )=1 ^xmax

TJ-1

ymax

C.9

The traverse-ray aberrations relationships can now be written as

Defining
^xmax

are written as

AX =

AX =

and

EZiAij
nXxmax M j»1

ZZJAij
nYymax M j»1

1
as and

IM 1J
C.10

vxmax ymax

vxmax J I 'ymax

IH
C.11

respectively, the relationships

C.12

C.13

C.14

C.15

ymax NAxmax NAyn,ax

AX =

AX =
*ymax 1=1 j=1

Thus, the traverse-ray aberration relationships are

AX =
1 aW'(x,y)

AY =

nNAxmax

1 3W'(x,y)
nNAymax

dX

9Y

where NAxmax is the maximum numerical aperture in the x-direction and NAy^ is
the maximum numerical aperture in the y-direction and W'(x,y) is the wave-front
aberration function defined as a function of the normalized exit pupil coordinates.
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[C.1] H.H. Hopkins, in Wave Theory of Aberrations, Clarendon Press, London,
1950.
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